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"Little of all we value here
Wakes on the morn of its hundredth year
Without both feeling and looking queer."
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So said Oliver Wendell Holmes: but he was thinking of
things, or of individual people, not of associations. Organized
societies do not necessarily grow old. Men grow old. but man
remains ever young. So it is with Philo. Though in existence
for a: hundred years she is stilI young, young with the youth of
perpetual rejuvenation. Every year there is an influx of new and
youthful blood. It is true that these new men grow old, in a
college sense; and wearied with the course of four long, laborious
and eventful years, their shoulders bowed with the weight of
office, their brows clouded with the perplexities of policy, and
their minds exhausted by the unsolved problems of many a long
discussion, they lay aside the responsibility of their official duties
and suspend their more or less regular attendance. But there is
always a new generation ready, the officers' chairs do not remain
empty and the rostrum ~ever relapses into silence.
This being so, it is not my duty as biographer to describe the
youth, the manhood, the inevitable senescence and the growing
decrepitude of a human career, nor as historian to trace the rise,
the greatness, the decline and fall of a nation, but to put before
you in a few words the conditions under which this old yet young
society came into existence, to call attention to a few salient
points of its subsequent career, and to describe some of its trans
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formations in the perpetual process of adaptation to changed
surroundings which is the necessary condition of all life.
The Philomathean Society was established in the year
1813. as the fact that we are now celebrating its centennial indicates. There is still in our hands the sheet of paper containing
the declaration of organization and the promise to support the
Constitution signed by the thirteen original members of the
Society on the ~~Lof October of that year. The preliminary
arrangements had been previously made and the consent of the
new Provost. Dr. Frederick Beasley, obtained. The approval
of the Board of Trustees is recorded on their minutes of the 23d
of November. It is as follows: "The Board sanctions the
institution of a Literary Society. to consist of the students and
Alumni of the University or such of them as shall be admitted
members thereof. and a suitable room shall be appropriated to
their use." These thirteen founders seem to have been the whole
senior class of the College. It was the day of small things. We
were a nation of only six million people. There were then scarcely 
more inhabitants in the whole State of Pennsylvania than there
are now in West Philadelphia. There were but three members
of the Faculty: a Professor of Moral Philosophy. a Professor
of Languages and a Professor of Mathematics. The college
course was but three 'years in length. Many of the stUQ__ -_
when they entered were between thirteen and fourteen years of
age. most of them just above fourteen. The early laws of the
Society placed fiheen years as the lowest limit for membership
into its mature ranks. and it was difficult to preserve this standard
of age. It was seldom that any class numbered more than a
dozen, still more seldom that the whole College numbered more
than fifty. The thirteen seniors who founded the Society were _
therefore probably about a quarter of the whole number of
students in college and were about seventeen years of age, a year
younger than the average freshman of the present time.
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The rooms which were granted to the new Society were
better than the lofty and airy and quiet but far from sumptuous
quarters the Society now occupies. The building in which the
_ ---------- University was then housed was the handsome structure described
in the old prints as the "President's House." It was the first
"White House." It stood on the west side of Ninth Street
where the Post Office building now stands, midway between
Market and Chestnut Streets. It was surrounded by open
stretches of land extending almost unbroken to the Schuylkill.
When Philadelphia had been chosen, for the time, as the capital
of the United States, this building had been erected by the State
of Pennsylvania as a dwelling place for the President. But it
was not ready for Washington or Jefferson, and Adams had other
plans, and with the location of the permanent capital further
south, the President's house had no reason for existence as such
and in 1800 had been sold to the University. In 1806 "flme
additions were made for the Medical Department. It was in a
spacious group of rooms in the southeast corner of the third floor
of the original building that the Society was ensconced. Doubt
less by leaning slightly from their southern windows the early
members of the Society could see the woods and fields beyond the
river where sixty years later a building was to go up from which
their successors can now look back on the old site and measure
the course of the years by the changed world that lies between
Ninth Street and Thirty-sixth. Is it only a century that sepa
rates that world from this?
Many of the expressions and practices familiar to all Philo
men date from the very beginning of its existence. The meeting
night then as now was F riday~ The title "Moderator" for the
presiding officer was adopted at once and the first Moderator
was elected at the first meeting. while the first Censor Morum
was elected at the third meeting. The practice of debating and
the practice of fining members for non-performance were begun
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promptly and simultaneously at the secondmeeting-Mr; C h e w - - - - - - 
having been fined on that occasion 31! cents. A glimpse of the
condition of the finances in the outer world is obtained from the
order shortly afterward that the treasurer should not receive
in payment for fines any bank notes except those of Philadelphia
or of New Jersey banks. Another indication of the existence at
that time of public questions still only partially settled is the
subject of one of the early debates, "Should women be permitted
to preach?" This was decided in the negative.
An echo from a still more distant world is a debate in 1818,
"Whether any advantages have resulted to Europe by the down
fall of Bounaparte?" Most of the debates and discussions,
however, reflected the classical interests of the time. Compari
sons of the merits of Greek and Roman heroes, Latin orations,
translations of classical prose and verse assigned by the Moderator
to be handed in to a classical committee, discussions of old Greek
problems in casuistry or dialectic, seem to have been the staple
of the literary exercises. Debates were then more perhaps
than now looked upon as forensic training for lawyers, and the
early members, therefore. like some in later days. seem to have
felt that parliamentary contests and impeachment trials were
equally good for that purpose. Henry Gilpin. Moderator. was
impeached in a trial that lasted from November. 1817. to February,
1818. and when he subsequently became Attorney-General of
the United States he may well have looked back to these experi
ences with a new sense of reality. Within this early period the
Library was founded and public "exhibitions" of orations were
held. analogous to the prize debates and orations of later days.
Thus Philo became an established and integral part of the college
life of the first half of the century.
The old Presidential mansion was eventually torn down and
two buildings erected in its place. one for the Medical School.
the other for the College. In the latter. Philo was given a new
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room and at the same time a new neighbor and rival;-Zelo; founded --
in 1829. , This was the period when Zelosophic, Philalethian.
Erosophian, Hermetic. Calliopean and other societies with ingen
ious classical. especially Greek names, were being founded in
many American colleges. They were encouraged by the faculties,
their objects were predominantly literary and they were thus
quite clearly differentiated from the Greek letter societies. most
of which indeed came somewhat later. With some of these
similar societies in other colleges. Philo has entered into debates
within recent years, though but few of them have had so long a
continuous existence as she.
Fifty years passed away and it was time for the Society to
celebrate its semi-centennial. The students had become a more
numerous and a somewhat older body. They were nowapprox
imately sixteen years old on entrance to college and there were
some one hundred and twenty in college. The term had been
lengthened to four years. and the faculty had been added to
until the catalogue for 1863 shows six professors.· Th.~_ Law and
Scientific Schools had been added to the University. but Philo
still remained disti~ctly an Arts society, members dra ~n from
any other department being e~tirely exceptional. The intervening
half century between 1813 and 1863 had seen many ups and downs
in the history of the College and of Philo, but at no time were
its meetings suspended nor the old customs seriously invaded.
On the contrary, at certain tim,., ~ts intellectual life was especially
active, and once at least this .ntellectual activity was put into a
material form. the results of which still remain. This was the
publication of the volume on the Rosetta Stone. In the spring
of 1856 a member named Conrad presented to the Society a cast
of the Rosetta Stone and read a paper on the subject of hiero
glyphics. Where he got the cast or the interest in that unfamiliar
subject. history does not record. The incident. however, excited
some interest. and three other men. Hale. Jones and Morton,
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t60k-the--matter-up--and- induced--the-Society-to-appoint-them-a
committee to make a report on the puzzling present that had been
made to them. Becoming more and more deeply interested in
their task, as intellectual young fellows without too much else
pressing upon them are apt to do, they not only drew up a manu~
script report, with a translation, notes and illustrations, but a
year or so later had the whole work lithographed with colored
illustrations. All copies were soon bought up and a second
edition, which was published a year later by the Society, was also
exhausted. It has long been a rare book now, but fortunately
copies exist in both the Society and the University Library.
Serious recognition has been given and should be given to what
was a serious and meritorious piece of work. Occasionally, as
we read the annals of the Society, new customs emerge. In
January, 1847, occurred what appears to have been the first
Phil~Zelo joint debate. Six Zelo men and five Philo men on
two successive evenings discussed the highly original question,
"Was the execution of Charles I justifiable?" Curiously enough,
according to modern competitive ideas, the two societies were
not pitted against one another, some men from each society
appearing on each side of the question. On the conclusion of
the debate the decision was given on the question itself, not in
favor of either society. The relations between the members
of the two societies were not apparently always restricted to
the field of debate. In February, 1861, an entry on the minute
book indicates that on the preceding Friday evening some mem~
bers of Philo had destroyed some of Zelo's possessions. The
Society disavows any knowledge of the circumstances but at the
__same time offers to pay the bill for repairs. It is of interest to
note that at this meeting, among the members present were two
destined later to become Provosts of the University, William
Pepper and Charles C. Harrison. The number of members of
Philo who in later life became prominent is a notable fact, but
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one pernapstl1at canhardly be dwelt on with perfectly good taste
in an assembly so largely made up of the persons concerned.
However, it may be of interest to remark in discussing the year
1863, that James Murray Mason, of Mason and Slidell, the Con
federate Commissioners who had two years before that date
been taken by a United States vessel from an English mail steamer
and almost became the occasion of war between England and
our country, had been a member of Philo and its sixteenth
Moderator.
During this war period, when Philo was rounding out the
first half century of its existence, Occurrences in the outside world
could not help but be reflected in College and in the Society.
There were in those days still many members from the South and
feeling ran high. The election of prominent personages to
honorary membership was made the means of carrying on political
quarrels. Major Anderson, Pr,esident Lincoln, General McClellan
and General Rosencrans were at various times nominated and
according to the changes of majorities, elected, blackballed or
had the record of previous action Upon them expunged from the
minutes. The Secretary has left the record of the close of the
meeting of February 27, 1863: "General George McClellan voted
on. Blackballed. Fonner motion in reference to expunging
Intense
names of honorary members recalled. Debated.
excitement. Question called and lost. Exceeding disorder,
disgracing the hall, in which it was moved to adjourn. Carried.
"George E. Oakman, Secretary."
Some months before, it had been resolved that those members
who had received leave of absence from the faculty for the ,urpose
of entering the service of their country should receive tlu::ir diplo~
mas from Philo just as they would from the College.
The fiftieth anniversary ceremonies of the Society were held
in the midst of the darkest period of the war. The terrible battle
of Gettysburg had been fought three months before, the campaign
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of-Cfiattanoogawas -jusC b-eginning~-The-cOi1ntr}rwas-di'vided
in opinion and many doubtful in their loyalty. President Lincoln
on the very eve of the immortal Gettysburg address was subjected
to widespread and harsh criticism. Earthworks for the possible
need of defense of Philadelphia had been thrown up, beginning
just at the western end of the present dormitories and passing
in front of the Veterinary building. A quarry, three squares
west of the new Dental Hall, at Forty-third and Spruce Streets
was in use as a practice ground for recruits. A corps of University
students. professors and some who are now trustees was either
in the field or being held as reserves. At the Philo semi-centennial
ceremonies. which were held on the 6th of October, speaker after
speaker referred in tones of grief to the dark cloud hanging over
the nation, to the seeming set-back in the progress of civilization,
to the rift in the fabric of our people.
Now, fifty years later, as we, a nation of more than a hundred
millions, rejoice in our unbroken and unthreatened unity through
the whole extent of the national territory, our government for
the time administered by a man freely chosen by the whole people,
though a native of one of the states then in rebellion; questions
of secession and slavery and sectionalism long since settled, or
relegated to the field of historical interest, and replaced by new
questions, belonging in the social rather than in the political
order, we must again pause, astonished by the change, and cry
as before when we compared the early with the later days, is it
only half a century that separates that time from this?
The changes that have come to Philo and the College of which
Philo is a part. during this half century defy description within
the bounds of this slight historical outline. The change of loca
tion from Ninth Street to its present habitation in West Philadel
phia, which typified. just as it made possible, a larger opportunity,
a larger life, wider ideals; the entrances and the exits of the
fifty classes of men with all their varying interests and character
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stics, the aebates, the literary and political contests, the occasional
courses of lectures which Philo initiated, the entertainments for
which she was sponsor, the effect on the College of the mere
continuing existence of a society with its history, its practices
and its ideals-of such materials must its history be made up or
pictured in the imagination. There are, however, two or three
forms of its activity that may well receive more concrete mention.
One of these is its experience in journalism. From the earliest
times, periodical papers had been prepared in manuscript form,
were read and continued for a shorter or longer time. Occasion
ally a printed journal was established and lived its little life of a
few months. But in 1875 the University Magazine was established,
and published regularly, at first as a monthly and then as a semi
monthly, by a committee of the Society and at the Society's
expense, or rather at its financial risk, since the expenses were as a
matter of fact always met by its own income. Its files still
exist intact in the University Library, in the Philadelphia Library
and in other places. After a life of ten years it was made the
foundation of a magazine of more general University interest,
appeal and responsibility, which was to be published by a group
of editors drawn from the whole University. The merger of the
University Magazine into the Pennsylvanian was an act of en
lightened self-abnegation on the part of the Society and it has
had its reward in the recognition that it founded the college
journalism at Pennsylvania which has since developed into one
daily, one weekly and two monthly magazines.
The history of college and intercollegiate competitive debat
ing has been much the same. The early debates with Zelo have
... already been mentioned. Zelo went out of existence soon after
1870 and was not re-established until 1892; but soon after this
time inter-society debates were begun anew and have been con
tinued since. Philo has also debated with more or less regularity
with the Philolexian Society of Columbia, and with other societies
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at Haverford, North Carolina and other colleges. In 1894 this
practice was put into more regular form by our entrance into the
Intercollegiate Debate Union. This membership has in turn
been placed for the most part in the hands of representatives of
the College at large as being a wider constituency than the
Society, and Philo has again played the honorable part of the
pioneer who recognizes and welcomes the advent of the outlander
and turns over to him the land that he has surveyed.
Our part in the dramatic interests of the College was taken
later and has been more kept within our own hands. Although
Philo men had taken an active part in the formal classic plays
given at an early period as part of the Commencement exercises,
in the Greek play of 1886, in those of the Garrick Club, the
University Dramatic Association and other such productions,
it was not until 1909 that as a society she gave a play under her
own charge, with all the parts taken by her own members. With ~~ ~~~~ __ . ~.
the Society's literary interests and traditions, it was natural to
seek a subject in the earlier periods of dramatic tradition, and the
play chosen was the interesting and poetic, "Second Shepherd's
Play," from the Towneley Cycle of Mystery Plays. It was a great
success and four plays have been given since, "The Two Angry
Women of Abington," "Mucedorus," Dekker's "Shoemaker's
Holiday," and Jonson's "Alchemist." The Society has thus
established a tradition of excellent acting and a distinctive selec
tion of plays of literary and historical interest, and few of her
activities have given more satisfaction to her Senior members.
As we approach the present time it becomes less and less
practicable to give a continuous narrative of events, and the
-- historian must yield his place to the orator. Nor is it any part
------
of the duty of the historian of the first century of the Society's
existence to prophesy what will happen in the second. Neverthe
less. it is hard to stand on the peak from which one looks back
over the past and not turn before descending to peer for a moment
30
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tliroughthe mists into the vague landscape of the future. Is
there now and will there continue to be a place in College for Philo
to fill worthy of her past career and sufficiently useful and pleasant
to justify her continued existence? Many of the functions she
has fulfilled in the past have now been taken over by other college
organizations or agencies. Philo has initiated and then passed
on to other college journalism and much of college debating, and
there are many other organizations which give the opportunities
which formerly she alone offered. Has she still a reason for
existence? That depends on her success or failure in perceiving
and pursuing and comprehending the most elusive and yet the
most influential of all spirits, the spirit of the age. We may look
back lovingly and sometimes even longingly into the past, but
we cannot safely neglect or be blind to the onward beckoning
of the spirit of our own time. This spirit is like the neglected
Dryad who called to Rhrecus, "'tis thou art blind." Just as the
Society reflected the life of 1813, just as its interests and habits
fifty years later corresponded to the interests and influences of
that time, so the Society must now adapt itself to the demands
and the opportunities of this later period. Philo may well be
proud of her long career and take satisfaction in the hundred
years of continuous life that we celebrate tonight. She is a
noble tree with its roots deeply imbedded in the past; but it is
into the light and air and sunshine of today that her branches
and leaves and fruit must be lifted. Subjects of debates may
well be different from those of a century or of fifty years ago; this
is a new age. The Society may and doubtless will, as it has done
in the past, give up some of its old practices and forms and
requirements and take up new kinds of activity; the college of
today is very different from the college of a hundred or of fifty
years ago. On the other hand, many of the attractions of Philo,
its good fellowship, its mingled appeal to the social and intellectual
interests of men, the occasional opportunity for the exchange
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of specialintimacies~these and manyotlier tliings are perennial--------------
and but little affected by the passage of time. Moreover, the
Society whose junior members now in this hundredth year of its
existence show the interest, the energy, the perseverance, and the
maturity that has marked the work of their representatives, the
young men who have prepared this celebration, will not want
for the thoughtfulness or insight or other qualities that will give
it permanence.
And now as I began this address with a quotation from
Holmes in his lighter vein, may I close with a no less familiar
quotation from him, but one representing his more thoughtful
mood? It is a few lines from the "Chambered Nautilus." Have
we not been looking back on the earlier rooms of the Society
where, like that of the Nautilus,
"its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell,"

and in successive stages of the Society's existence, again like the
Nautilus, it
left the past year's dwelling for the new,
Stole with soft steps its shining archway through,
Built up its idle door,
Stretched in its last-found home. and knew the ,old no more."

And of the Society as of the soul of man, we can say,
"Build thee more stately mansions. 0 my soul!
As the swift seasons roll
Leave thy low-vaulted pastl
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more vast."
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THE ROSETfA STONE REPORT*
BY
HENRY MORTON, PH.D.
President of Stevens' Institute of Technology

Although the present writer had a good deal to do with
the so-called Rosetta Stone Report, he is free to admit that. it
owed its inception and publication to the energy and persistence
of his collaborator, the Rev. Charles R. Hale, now Dean of
Davenport Cathedral, Iowa.
About the close of the college year of 1855-56 Mr. Thomas
K. Conrad, then a member of the graduating class. and now the
Rev. Dr. Conrad, Rector of St. Paul's, Philadelphia, presented
-------- -to the Philomathean Society a plaster cast of the famous Rosetta
Stone, at the same time reading an essay on "Hieroglyphic
Research."
About this time Mr. Charles R. Hale joined the class of 1858,
then in its sophomore year, and also became a member of the
Philomathean Society.
His attention and interest were excited by this model of the
Rosetta Stone, and asking many questions about it which no
one was able to answer, he caused others to feel that the subject
ought to be investigated, and accordingly a committee was
I
appointed, with Mr. Hale for chairman, and instructed to investi.
gate and report upon the Rosetta Stone. The other members of
I
this committee were S. Huntington Jones and the present writer.
-~-----I
The latter had already taken some interest in the subject of
hieroglyphics, and when, after a preliminary report by Mr. Hale
I
the subject grew in importance in the estimation of the committee,
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from the "Philomathean Record" of 1892
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-----heoffered-to-do-some-serious-work-on-the-interpretation-of-the
hieroglyphic text, and also to illustrate and illuminate the manu-

of-reproducing,-by-some-mode-of-printing;-a-volume-representing
so much labor.

script of the completed report.
The reproduction of the Hieroglyphic and Demotic texts
The interest grew as the work proceeded, and, without
and of the colored illustrations and illuminations, could onl;
any definitely prearranged plan as to division of labor, it arranged
be accomplished by chromo-lithography, and the expense of
prepari.ng the necessary and numerous drawings on stone, if a
itself finally, as follows: Mr. Hale took in hand the Greek and
profeSSIOnal artist were employed, was prohibitory under the
Demotic texts of the trilingual inscription and gave valuable
assistance in translating the hieroglyphic text; Mr. Jones conexisting conditions. The present writer, at that time, knew
tributed an historic essay on the "Egyptian king, Ptolemy
absol~tely nothing about drawing on stone, but with the happy
Epiphanes," in whose honor the inscriptions were originally made,
tementy of youth, and inexperience, he felt that nothing possible
and the present writer took charge of the hieroglyphic text, and
to ~an ought to tro~ble a graduate cif the University of Pennsyl
of the pictorial decoration of the work.
vanIa, and of the Phdomathean Society, and he, therefore, underThe work progressed slowly as it involved mU:h study of
took, quite as a matter of course, to make all the required drawings
books not readily accessible, and both the present wnter and Mr.
on the stone.
Hale spent many days of more than one vacation in the Astor
In this task he spent the entire summer and autumn of 1858
Library in New York, as well as in the Philadelphia Library,
and during the same time Mr. Hale worked with unwearied
.... -- -._-- where only certain extensive works on "Egyptology," and on .-. -.--------.----- diligence in perfecting and enlarging the various parts of the
"Hieroglyphics" were to be seen. Among these one of the most
work which came under his hands. Shortly before Christmas,
important was that of "Lepsius," which contained ~ compI~te
185~, the first ed.ition of this report made its appearance, and was
drawing of an inscription on a temple wall at Phllae, whIch
so .~Ighly apprecIated by the public that in a few days the entire
edl~lOn was exhausted, and many times the original price of
proved to be another copy of the inscription covering the Rosetta
copIes was offered by those anxious to secure them.
Stone. This Philae inscription was, in great part, effaced, but
Under these conditions the Philomathean Society, who had
a careful collation of what remained of it (made for the first
time by this committee) enabled them to throw a new light on
foun~ this committee so ready to execute its directions, at its
meetJ~g held January 21, 1859, expressed the desire that this
many otherwise doubthll passages of the Rosetta Stone text.
commltt.ee should prepare a second edition of their report. This
For the various reasons indicated, it was not until the summer of 1857 that the manuscript report of the Rosetta Stone
request mvolved more than might at first sight appear.
To produce ea0 one of ~he colored designs of the report,
Committee was finished, bound, and deposited in the library of
a~ average of four hthographlc stones was required, and these.
the Philomathean Society.
- ------- Almost immediately, however~ it mysterioiisly disappeared,--- ------------ -WIth the non-illuminated pages of Hieroglyphic and Demotic, made
and for several months it was supposed to be lost. When, at
a total of several hundred stones. No lithographic establishment
last it was found and replaced in the library, the circumstances
had such a stock of the same size, or could afford to keep them
of its temporary loss impressed some members of the desirability
for our use; therefore, when the first part of the report had been
66
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-----struck-off;-the-stones-were-ground-down-to-a-new-surface,and
In-view-'lf-the-rarity-of-the-Rosetta-Stone-Report;-it-may-
used for a new set of pages. Thus, when the Society desired its
be well to say here that the Rosetta Stone is a slab of granite
committee to print a new edition, only the stones used in the
bearing three inscriptions: one in Hieroglyphics, or the language
of the priests; one in Demotic, or the language of the people,
preparation of the last twenty pages or so retained any desigm"
and thus the printing of a new edition involved the production
used in common life and for commercial transactions in ancient
on stone of more than a hundred drawings.
Egypt; ancl one in Greek. This slab was found near the town of
Encouraged and inspired by the already realized succes'i,
Rosetta, on one of the mouths of the Nile, hence its name. In
the present writer willingly undertook this work, and, profiting
substance, it is a set of resolutions or vote of thanks passed by
the priests, assembled on some occasion at Memphis about 200
by experience, made entirely new designs for all the pages it was
necessary to reproduce. Thus the second edition was in its artistic
B.C., in honor of Ptolemy Epiphanes. It recites the virtues of
this king, some of the events of his reign, and decrees divine
portion largely a new work.
This second edition came out in the spring of 1859, and,
honors to him and his parents. Finally it provides for its own
like its predecessor, was not very long in being exhausted; so
publication, as is usual nowadays, by ordering that copies shall be
set up in all the temples of Egypt. The slab or tablet is about
that for over twenty years the Rosetta Stone Report has been
numbered among the "scarce" publications, only to be obtained
3 feet high, 2 feet 5 inches wide, and from 6 to 12 inches thick,
from antiquarian book dealers, and at the sales of libraries.
being very irregular at the back. On its face are engraved 14
Among the many kind letters which members of the com-------- ------------- lines of Hieroglyphic text, 32 linesof Demotic text, and 52 lines
mittee received from various sources, none were more gratifying
of Greek text, each expressing in its own way the same subject
than one written by Baron von Humboldt, March 12, 1859, in
matter. The original stone is preserved in the British Museum.
which he says, after acknowledging the receipt of a copy of the
report: "The scientific analysis of the celebrated inscription
of Rosetta, which, despite the confusion of the hieroglyphic
style, remains an historic monument of great importance, has
appeared to me especially worthy of praise, since it offers the
first essay at independent investigation offered by the litterateur
of the New Continent. It is for this national reason that I espe
cially greet this independent work." Speaking further of "the so
conscientious work of the learned committee of the Philomathean
Society," he goes on to say: "The picturesque ornaments added
-. by Mr.· Henry Morton add to the interest inspired by a work---- ------------------.-----
well worthy to be widely spread in your learned and free country.
I pray Mr. Charles R. Hale to receive with kindness the homage
of my sentiments of high and affectionate consideration."
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY
Philo was founded long before the days of undergraduate
publications at Pennsylvania. In 1813 there was no daily
Pennsyloanian, nor were there such monthly magazines as the
Red and Blue and the Punch Bowl. Instead, the exercise of the
journalistic talent of the undergraduates was restricted to such
as were fortunate enough to be members of Philo. These found
plenty of opportunity in the unpublished magazines, Papers in
the Box and Reoiews, written out and preserved in manuscript
fonn. In the earlier days of the Society, originality was not as
highly valued as it is today; the literary exercises consisted more
of readings and extracts from speeches of famous orators than of
--------------------------- ---_._-----------_.------------._---- ------~---- ---- --- - -- - -------original declamations such as today are the principal part of the
literary program. Consequently it would seem as though the
members in the early days were not particularly proud of their
accomplishments or else that they were more modest than we are
today. A careful examination of the minutes, however, has led
the editors to think that Philomatheans have been very much
the same during these hundred years and that perhaps it was fear
of the reception of their works, rather than any modesty, that
led the early members to make most of their original compositions
>
anonymous.
However this may be, the fact remains that many literary
gems that have been preserved for us are without the names of
their _authors. _ Such _masterpieces __ as the _ Ripto Skipto Peedle
Dum, edited by Messrs. Blind Bat. Smike-yer-Pope, Bag-o
Grease, Blow-Hard, etc. Ho Neos Diabolos, edited by Scullion
Pint-Pot and Solly Swallow-Bug, and The Philomathean Jr. and
Weekly Sockdolager are still preserved in the Philomathean
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Library. The Sockdolager seems to have naa-out one number
which contains this choice bit:

A

GOOD SPECIMEN OF LEITER WRITING

Deer Sir: Dont bee larmed at noin that yure sun is ded. hee
left hom abowt 10 ocloc and wee didint no whayer heed gawn.
abowt 2 we herd a man noccin at the dore and goin to open it
hee sed that yure sun had bin drounded. it wasnt yure sun tho
bekaws hee jus kame in. i gess it woz Mr hennery tomases sun.
sorry to av larmed yu
gud bi
jon Peeters.

The-first regular college pUblication that the editors ha"V-e~-
been able to discover is the University Magazine published in
1843. It must not be confused with another magazine with the
same title which ran in the seventies and eighties. The first
University Magazine apparently existed for only one year and was
~urely literary,-~n f~ct so purely literary, that the only indica
tion that the. pubhcatlOn was at all connected with the University
was on the title page: The University Magazine Edited by a com

millee of the Philomathean and Zelosophic Societies of the University
?f Penns~lvania. One volume, that of the· year 1843, survives
m th~ Phllomathean Library, and as it contains not a single item

During the years of 1848-51 j. Cheston Morris and John
relatmg to the student body it has no special interest for us.
Helmuth, both of '51, edited a magazine which they called the
In the fall of 1875 there appeared the first college publication
Mummy Monster.
It contained clever bits of satire on the
at Pennsylvania which had for its sole object student news.
members and on the professors as well. In the winter of 1913
The University Magazine published monthly by the Philomathean
-----~-Dr. Morris came up to one of the Society's meetings and preA_~_ ~
~ Society of the University of Pennsylvania came out in November
sented the library with an almost complete set of MummyMonsters.
of 1875 and seemed to disregard absolutely the existence of the
previous magazine of the same name, and marked its first num
The ReView is the oldest Philo tradition and it is still preserved; it was originally a magazine edited and read before each
ber "Vol. 1. No.1." A committee of Philomatheans had the
magazine in charge, and it was devoted solely to students' intermeeting by the "Review Committee." Copies of the Review
as early as 1828 are to be found in the Philo Library, and some of
ests. The first editorial mentioned the long-felt need for some
organ in which the views and opinions of undergraduates could
these contain excellent bits of poetry and sketches, such as appear
in the monthly magazines of our mod~rn colleges: As time went
b~ e,xp~essed: and it ~rankly asserted that it was not "the Maga
on the Review changed form due to an mcrease of lIterary endeavor
zme s mtentIon to give any deep, solemn, political, financial or
which found expression in various other Philo magazines. The
mercantile information," but rather to contain news relative to
Review gradually grew to be a humorous satire in poetry of the
college life. Throughout its existence, from J875 to J885, the
Atlagazine gave a faithful record of events at the University.
events of each meeting, and was read as a part of the Literary
The bound volumes which are complete in the Philomathean
Exercises every Friday night for the entertainment of the Society.
It was not unusual for the reviewer to exercise the utmost license.------- - ----- Library ha;e been of no littl~ assistance to the editors in piecing
A great many of these later Reviews have been kept and have been
out the mmutes of the Society. Of course the editors of the
Magazine were entirely Philomatheans and the editorial page
a valuable supplement to the "minutes." Today it is customary
for a particulary good review to be incorporated in the minutes
announced the fact that the periodical owed its existence to the
of the meeting.
Society. But as the University "grew up" the Magazine could
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The-idea-of-publisningsuch----a-translation was clue entirely-ta-
not fairly be saia~be representative, as Pnilonas selclom !lad
the committee in charge and their work was highly commended
~ore than fifty members (at present she is limited to that) while
by Professor Lamberton, the head of the Department of Greek,
there were nearly a thousand students at the University. So
who
gave the gentlemen full credit for their ideas and the industry
Philo consented to give up the publication of the Magazine uplln
they displayed. This work was published by Philo, and two
condition that another publication should at once be started
copies are on the shelves of the Philomathean Library.
by the undergraduate body. The public spirited attitude uf
Philo and her generosity in thus giving up one of her chief functions
SOME NOTABLE ORATIONS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
was commended in the first number of the Pennsylvanian.
Of other publications Philo has produced quite a numLer.
PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY
Many of the speeches and biennial orations which have from time
1825. Oration delivered by Professor William Hippolyte Keating, '16.
to time been delivered before the Society have been published and
1826. july 26. Annual Oration delivered by George Bacon Wood, M.D..
are preserved in the Philomathean Library; a list of these is
'15: "A History of the University of Pennsylvania."
appended to this article, together with as complete a list of the
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
formal orations which have been delivered before the Society
1827. july is. Annual Discourse pronounced by joseph Ingersoll: "The
Valu~ of a Study of the Classics."
as it has been possible to get together. Bound up with some of
. d't d
(pubhshed and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library)
'
.
f T'l. U " (
,
.
t ese 0 oratlOns are copies 0 ne mverSl y, a magazme e I e .
-----. bh H ld B dd
d Ch I Z' I .. - 1869 It
tl-------------------- ----1832. june 30. Annual OratIOn delivered
by james C. Biddle: "The Real
an
ar es leg er 10
•
was par y
y eory u
Patriot."
devoted to the usual articles of fiction an~ partly to the ull?er~
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
graduate news and editorials on college subjects. Bound
up
lrke
1836.
September 15. Annual Oration delivered by Thomas.e,
M P tu'tt
...
d
wise with these are old commencement programs an an mVltatlon
'15: "Education."
to the University Commencement of 1816.
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
Accounts of the fiftieth and seventy-fifth anniversary cdc
1838. November 1. Oration delivered by Prof, William Bradford Reed.
brations were published and are carefully preserved. An address
!:L.D.• '22: "The American Revolution."
by Dr. Cruse, the first Moderator, is printed in the account of the
(Pubhshed and a copy preserved at Historical Society of Pennsylvania.)
Semi-Centennial and has been reprinted in the present volume.
1840. Nove~~er 30:, Annual Oration delivered by George W. Bethune.
'l '
bl' .
. h
f th
D.O.: Work.
The most ceIeb rate
pu IcatlOns IS t at 0
e
(Publ'IShed and a copy preserved'10 thePh'l
. d 0 f PhlOS
.
l omathean L'b
1 rary.)
the
Rosetta
1845
The
B'
'al
0
u'
d
l'
ed
b
H
0
Gil'
report of the committee appomted to .translate
y enry .
. .
.
lenOl
ra on elver
pm '19 . "En
Stone. This is of such significance that It IS discussed at greater
thusiasm."
•
.
-----------length elsewhere in this volume.-.- __
---- ------- (Published and a copy preserved at Historical Society of Pennsylvania.)
In 1896 another very creditable piece of translation was
1852. The Biennial Oration delivered by Kingston Goddard, '33.
done by a committee composed of Edmund J. Burk, '95; Jasper
1853. December 2. Oration delivered by Clement Biddle, '29.
1855. February 2. Oration delivered by john Packard, '50.
Y. Brinton, '98; John C. Hinckley, '96; and Arthur E. Weil, '96,
who were appointed to translate the "De Mysteriis" of Andocides.
_1856. january. Oration delivered by Brinton Coxe, '52.
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- - - - - - 1 859.-March-1 5.-The Biennial_Oration_delivered_by_Hon~Ere(krick'---C"":'-"U"'---roll Brewster, '41: "The Youth of America."
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
1860. February 21. Oration delivered by Henry Morton, '57: "The Al
chemists of Old."
1862. February 21. The Biennial Oration delivered by James Robbins, '50.
1863. March 13. Oration delivered by Kingston Goddard, '33.
1864. December 8. The Biennial Oration delivered by Morton P. Henry,
'43.
1870. December 20. The Biennial Oration delivered by Charles P. Krau-:h,
D.D.: "The Young Man."
1872. December 17. The Biennial Oration delivered by George Shf:rs
wood, LL.D.: "The Collegiate Department of the University of
PennsyIvania."
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
1874. December 22. The Biennial Oration delivered by William l'vte
Michael, '59: "The Progress of Modern Thought."
_______ .
(Published and a copy preserved at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.)
1878. December 20. The Biennial Oration delivered by Robert ElIis-----------------------------------------------_·---------------------
Thompson: "The Scholar in Politics."
1880. December 10. The Biennial Oration delivered by George Tucker
Bispham: "Changes in American Responsibility."
1882. December 19. The BiennialOration delivered by Francis A. Lewis, '77.
1884. December 19. The Biennial Oration delivered by Robert Adams,
Jr., '69: "Must the Classics Go?"
(Vid. University Magazine, December 20, 1884, in Philomathean Library.)
1887. February 24. The Biennial Oration delivered by Lincoln L. Eyre,
Esq.: "The Overtopping Issue."
(Published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
1888. December 6. The Biennial Oration delivered by Hampton L. Car
son, '71: "American Citizenship."
---------- (Published in the _1892 "Record" of Philo, a copy of which is preserved in
the Philomathean Library.)
- -  --------- --.---- ----.--- --------
1898. December 17. An Address by Hon. Frederick Carroll Brewster,
'41: "Lamoignon de Malesherbes."
(published and a copy preserved in the Philomathean Library.)
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Most garrets contain curiosities and the region immediately
beneath the roof of College Hall is no exception to this rule. More
than one visitor who has panted to the library of the Philomathean
Society has seen there, among many other relics and memorials
of bygone days at Pennsylvania, an old bowl upon whose battered
inner surface are painted six fraternity emblems surrounding the
picture of a dejected-looking rooster labeled "After the Fight."
In those days a bowl fight was not the artificial, prearranged, cut
and-dried affair that it is today. There were no "fight-marshals"
paid by souvenirs which the man paying the bill is told to con
tribute to the umbrella stand of upper-classmen that someone
else has chosen~ There were no rules and no halves; no judges
of "bowl-fight ethics" and no time-keepers; no definite limits
and no chance of finishing the fight in the short space of time it
takes the bowl man to run the length of Franklin Field; there was
not a portion of both classes on the side lines and another blase
group discoursing upon the "relic of barbarism" and the "childish
nonsense." There were no comments such as "Excuse me, I
thought you were a Freshman," or "Are you a Sophomore?"
In the fight in which the old bowl, to which the Philornathean
Society has a better right than the owner of any bowl before or
since, played a part, there were two homogeneous groups that
knew what they were fighting for and fought until they got it
or were defeated. For this_was the bowl of the Class of 1882
and it has probably been the subject of more contests of different
kinds than any other bowl in the history of the University of
Pennsylvania. After having been kept intact by the Class of
Eighty-two, on the day of the bowl fight, December 24, 1879,
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it was presented on January l~r880, to ihe-Pliilomailiean-Society
against-city-contractors-and-filed-a-Bill--in-Equity-in-the-Court ._-
by the members of the class who were also members of Philoof Common Pleas No. 1 to regain possession of the bowl. The
Gustavus Remak, Thomas D. Finletter, j. Campbell Lancaster
case is entitled "Beaseley ei al. Vs. Allyn ei al." and can be found
in the Court Records of Philadelphia County, December term,
and others. It remained there during the succeeding year. It
was not an object of satisfaction to the class that had not succeeded
1881" No. 882. Beaseley's"ei al." were the Eighty-three men who
in breaking it; and they abused it on all occasions. Eighty-two's
were members of Philo and Allyn's "ei al." were the whole class
of Eighty-two. William M. Hornor was duly appointed by the
Class Record in an account, rather irreverently written in Biblical
style, speaks of this controversy, as follows:
Orphans' Court "guardian ad liiem" for such of the Eighty-two
men as were under twenty-one years of age, and John R. Moses
"3. They set up a bowl which should be as a sign of their
victory. . . 5. But the Fresh seeing it were grieved, and
for the Eighty-three men. They were both members of Philo
and were ever afterward regarded as the parents of their classes.
counseled in secret how they might take vengeance on the Sophites.
6. One warrior of the Fresh. . . did make mock of the bowl,
Francis A. Lewis, Esq., an alumnus of Philo, was counsel for
which the men of the Sophs had set up and did despitefully use
Eighty-three, and H. Laussatt Geyelin, another senior member
it. 7. And in the twelfth month when the snow covered the earth
of Philo and now president of the University of Pennsylvania
he did liken it to a sled and did slide therein."
Athletic Association, together with E. Copee Mitchell, for Eighty
____________ ..... Eighty-two resolved to defend their bowl from this illtwo. Eighty-two's object was now to prolong the legal contest
treatment. So on December 23, 1881, William M. Hornor, or------- ------until after Class Day-so that the bowl could be displayed on
'82, made a motion at a meeting of the Society to return the bowl
that occasion. Their attorneys, therefore, filed a demurrer to
Bullitt's bill on the ground that it was "frivolous," that the
to the Class of Eighty-two. Logan M. Bullitt and Charles Y.
Audenried headed the Eighty-three host in the controversy
bowl had no intrinsic value, and that the whole affair was "de
that followed. They saw that they were in the minority, and
minimis." This demurrer was argued before the Court in Banc,
as a number of years before the Democratic minority in Speaker
Judges Allison, Peirce and Biddle, and on July 8, 1882, President
Reed's House of Representatives had made the same move on a
Judge Allison delivered the opinion of the Court. It is reported
larger chess-board, they resolved to refuse to answer the roll-call
in the Weekly Notice of Cases, volume XI I, page 90. The Court
on Hornor's motion and hoped thus to break a quorum. The
decided that if the bowl was worth fighting for-it was worth
Eighty-two men were not to be outdone. They anticipated
the attention of the Court. By this time, however, Class Day had
Czar Reed's famous ruling that a quorum if present should be
passed, and Eighty-two had had their bowl then; so the case was
counted whether answering or not. The Moderator, Remak,
settled to the satisfaction of Eighty-three as well, upon the under
standing that Eighty-two would return the bowl to Philo and upon
·-ordered the doors closed and counted the silent Eight-three men.
as present, for the purpose of making a quorum; and the mo~ion
the other hand, that Philo would preserve-it carefully from injury
was carried and the possession of the bowl delivered to Eighty-two.
for all time.
But Logan Bullitt gave an early display of the fondness
Today, guests at Philo smokers see it filled with tobacco
for injunction and equity suits which he afterward displayed
and cigarettes, but its most important service is rendered on Senior
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Nigh--r:-Thelast meeting BeforethePhilomatnean-eommence
ment is given up to festivities and the bowl is placed upon a table
while a Freshman climbs into it. The Freshman then delivers
a speech upon the Senior Class while the Censores Morum revolve
the bowl. By the time the Freshman reaches his peroration he
thinks he is seeing all four sides of the room at once. Later the
bowl is put back in its accustomed place between the book-cases 
and is kept from all harm until the next year.

. --------------------------------.--------------------------------------i---------------THE- PHILOMATHEAN - PLAYS --
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THE PHILO PLAYS
Dramatic productions are Philo's most recently instituted
form of activity. The Philo plays owe their existence to two
factors which have many times been active in the Society. One
is lack of funds which has always made the members work when
all else has failed, while the other is that which Philo alone of
all the organized groups at the University seems to foster for
its own sake: a love of old things. It was not the purpose of
the Society to compete with that Dramatic Organization at
the University whose productions are famous throughout the
college world and whose unbroken line of success has put Pennsyl~
_______ vania far in advance of every other college in the field of dramatic
productions. Even hostile critics are forced to acknowledge the
superiority of the Mask and Wig Play. But the Mask and
Wig Club has confined itself to the production of comic opera
and left to other hands the task of reviving the good things of
former years.
In 1904 the Ben Greet Company came to the University
and gave some of its famous Shakespearean plays in the Botanical
Gardens of the University. This was done under the joint
auspices of the Zelosophic and Philomathean Societies and the
affair was managed by a committee of which Walter C. Pugh,
'04, of Philo, was the chairman. A graded terrace in the Gardens
furnished an ideal stage, while the arrangement of the trees and
------ the thickly planted shrubbery formed a background a.rid wings
with exits and entrances which were as naturally as they were
conveniently located. Since 1904 both the Ben Greet Company
and the Coburn Players have visited Pennsylvania and given
129

_.,

be-drawn-save-for-financing-Philo-plays-.-Tw<n'nemoers of-the------
-----Shakespearean-plays-under--the-auspices-oLthe_Ehilomathean
Society.
Society are annually elected trustees to see that the surplus
In the year 1908 the conviction that other old English plays
of one year's play is used to make up any deficit which may
could be put successfully before a modern audience led Charles
occur the following year.
The next play was given in 1911, and in that year "The
j. Cole, '09, to put before the Society the consideration that ~I?ile
other Universities throughout the United States were revmng
Pleasant Comedy of Mucedorus," an Elizabethan drama attrib
uted to Thomas Lodge, was presented by the Society on the
old English drama, Pennsylvania was making absolutely no
effort in that direction. The representation by a professional
outdoor stage. The success of this play was due to Walter H.
company in Philadelphia of that noble morality play of the
R. Trumbauer, '12, who was chairman of the Play Committee
fifteenth century, "Everyman," convinced the members that
and who acted in the title role.
old plays would be favorably received by a modern audience.
. In 1912, Thomas Dekker's "The Shoemaker's Holiday,"
Professor Clarence G. Child, of the English Department, had
a lIvely comedy of life in medieval London, was given and
edited for publication "The Second Shepherd's Play," an inter
required so large a cast that nearly half of the Society took' part.
lude from the Towneley Cycle; he now prepared an acting
Samuel L. Shanaman, '12, the manager, made so great a success
that Philo was encouraged to its more elaborate production the
version and it was submitted to the Play Committee. So it
followi~g year.
happened that "The Second Shephe~d's Play" was produced
----------- upon the natural stage in the Botamcal Gardens by mem?ers----------
WI~ all the .advantages of an outdoor play;-one great draw
of the Philomathean Society. The effort was so well received
back eXisted, which so repeatedly caused trouble that a change
that an extra performance outside the University had to be
was necessary. This drawback was the weather. Rain had
arranged, and after all bills were paid, a sufficient surplus re
so often necessitated postponements that R. T. Bonsall, '14,
and his play committee, resolved to forsake the Botanical Gardens
mained to be laid aside for a more ambitious undertaking the
and go to one of the down-town theatres. The South Broad
following year.
In 1909 the committee in charge decided not to repeat the
Street Theatre was chosen as the scene of Philo's tremendous
succes~ in J913. Ben Jonson's masterpiece, "The Alchemist,"
simple religious drama but to give some one of the many famous
was given by a comp~ny of Philomatheans in which it seemed
compositions of the Elizabethan period. "... the booc~~e of
Harey Porter called the two angrey wemen of Abengton (as
as though every man s part had been written for him. Some
it is called in Henslowe's Diary) came before Frederick C. Dietz,
member was found who was a faithful counterpart of each char
'09, the chairman of the Play Committee. Henry Porter's
acter, and the result brought from Professor Felix E. Schelling,
"Two Angry Women of Abington" was likewise so successful
our greatest authority on the Elizabethan drama, the comment
------------financially that the Society's rooms were completelyrefumished ----- - --- that it was the -least -amateurish play he had ever seen given
?y ama.teurs. The title role was ably filled by R. E. Dengler,
and the bare walls covered with the grime of thirty~five years
were at last painted. The remainder of the money was placed
15, while C. C. Butterworth, 2d, 'J 5, took the part of "Face,"
in the "Philomathean Play Fund," from which no money can
a character whose exceedingly difficult lines are rendered doubly
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<:lifficult-by-some-thirty-entrances-in-the-course-of-the-play-. N-;-R-.- - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
C. Fretz, '15, as "Dol," so cleverly concealed his sex that the
play was more than half over when a lady in the audience in
utter surprise exclaimed, "Why, it's a boy!"
Philo considers these plays worth while, irrespective of
financial, educational and artistic considerations, because of
their value in preserving that old Pennsylvania spirit, so difficult
to keep alive in this day when little respect is paid by the under
graduate to things that are old.
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Philo's History.

THAT trite saying, "History repeats itself," is perhaps nowhere so
clearly illustrated as in a college literary society. These three or four
years represent a generation, and consequently the repetition is more clearly
seen, and more clearly impresses itself on the mind. The history, as writ
ten on the minutes of the Society, at first sight appears to be very monoto
nous. The same debates, to a large degree the same motions, the same
laudable desire for constitutional reform, the same fines imposed for the
same offences, are found in rapid succession'. _}'he !J.istory,therefore, of the
.three years of any class in Philo would, to a great degree, answer for the
history of the seventy-five years of her existence. Such a history is writ
ten in the heart of every true Philomathean, and forms one of the most
. pleasant memories of his life, to which he turns from time to time with
added enjoyment, as the years of actual life separate him more and more
from those days. To him no history written save by his own hand would
seem to be true, and any attempt to write would be to tear away with ruth
less hands those adornments which truth has lent to memory's picture.
Writing, therefore, for the sons of dear old Philo, we need only call atten
tion to those points in her history which may be entirely new, or perhaps
long since forgotten.
Of the early history of Philo very little is known. The earliest min
utes have been 10stor destroyed, and even the histories_whic~ were_written,
while the minutes were still in existence, have shared a similar fate. There
had been many attempts to form a literary society before Philo was founded,
but these societies had but an ephemeral existence, rarely surviving the
class which organized them. One of them was so noted for its noisy ses
sions and adjournments, that when the Provost was asked to suggest a
13

name for it, he remarked that Polyphloisbrean would be appropriate. His
tory fails to tell us whether it was adopted or not. At any rate the society
soon disappeared altogether.
After several informal meetings and conferences, the project of forming
a literary society was submitted to the Provost. It received his most
hearty approval, and the organization and constitution were completed
under the title of THE PHILOMATHEAN SOCIETY OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. There is posted in front of the
present Recorder's Book, a sheet of paper, brown with age and soiled with
handling, upon which is written the following: "We, the subscribers, of
~i
the University of Pennsylvania, Seniors, thinking it would promote our
iH
improvement in learning, and likewise more fully establish the reputation
;'1
of the University, did, on the second day <tf October, Anno Domini
one thousand eight hundred and thirteen, form ourselves into an associa
tion, under the name of the Philomathean Society. And we do soberly
_______ ~eclare that we will_ support the9mstitutionofthesaidsociety with all _
oar power, and that we will not aid in anything detrimental to the Society:
J. BAYARD,
GEORGE BUCHANAN,
HENRY B. CHEW,
THOMAS D. CONDY,
HENRY S. COXE,
CHRISTIAN F. CRUSE,
JAMES S. DAVIDSON,
WILLIAM A. MUHLENBURG,
THOMAS M. PETTIT,
JOHN .J. RICHARDS,
EnW ARD RAWLE,
----------------- HENRY- RAWLE. - -----
WILLIAM H. WEST.
Phi:o has always honored these men, and for many years there has
been a tablet over the Moderator's Chair bearing their names, and when
the University was moved to West Philadelphia, and the present College
14

Hall erected, the Society had a Memorial Stained Glass Window placed
in the Chapel, bearing their names. The first rooms of the Society were
in what was long known as the" President's House," to which reference is
made in another place in this volume. Says Dr. Cruse: " In the south
east corner of this edifice, on the third floor, overlooking a large extent of
grounds, there was a fine spacious room some twenty feet square, which,
together with two smaller rooms adjoining, was assigned as Philomathean
Hall. When the President's House was taken down, and the new build- r
ing erected in its place, Philo was given two adjacent rooms in the building
occupied by the College Department. The meetings were first held on
Friday evenings, but in 1829, the Board of Trustees passed a resolution,
, that the doors of the University shall not be open after sunset,' so that
the hour was changed to half past four. A committee was appointed to
ask permission to hold their meetings' after candle-light.' This permission
was granted, and the meetings were then held at half past six. In 1845,
an effort was made to have illuminating gas introduced, which was done in
- the following-year; when the 'ustrallamps and chandeliers' were sold.
In this room many a man learned his first lessons in housekeeping, which
were, doubtless, of great use to him in his after life. 'Ve find committees
appointed and money appropriated to purchase such things as chairs and
dust brushes, curtains and lamp shades, brooms and book cases. At times
Major Dick had to be interviewed for failing to fill the lamps or to scrub
the floors. Dick, by the way, seems to have been almost incorrigible, and
the Society was ahnost continually threatening to cut down his salary, or
discharge him unless he would do as they said. He was assisted in those
days by a young colored boy, who was always a source of worriment and
anxiety to the Society. When Dick first ran across him, we do not know,
but for a long time he was known simply as" Dick's Boy," but later he
was Gubbed " Pomp." Since those days Pomp has been the sworn enemy
of Philo and its faithful supporters. It is interesting to note -how- he haswon the respect and admiration of the members of Philo, as the years
passed away. He appears after a while in the Minutes as " Alfred," then
as " Alfred Wilson," and finally as "Mr. Alfred Wilson;" but the name
by which he will always be remembered is "Pomp." The Society at one
15
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time had him nominated for membership, but the Moderator vetoed the
election. In the early days of Philo, men lived in a far simpler way than
they do now. The old Philo Hall was heated by a stove and lighted by
astral lamps. Occasionally an appropriation was made of two or three
dollars to have the room decorated with a new coat of whitewash. The
Society was by no means exempt from pecuniary troubles. In the trou
blous times of 1837, a special meeting was called on Saturday morning, to'
consider the financial condition of the Society, and the following resolution
was passed: "All members shall pay their debts to this Society in specie,
or in notes of specie-paying banks, or notes of the city corporation." On the
whole, however, Philo has been rather a prosperous society in regard to
money affairs, and it spent its money freely on its library, lecture courses
and orations. The library has always received considerable attentiou, and
standard works in all departments of' knowledge have been added to it 118
the funds of the Society permitted. It is interesting in the pages of the
or that
book
was to be purchased,
"as soon
.
.
Minutes, and to note how this
---.
....
-- ---._.-.. .-.. _-_.'... ....
as it came out." For instance, my eye falls on a motion to buy a " com
plete edition of Pickwick Papers as soon as published." Philo not only
•purchased books but also reviewed them. Time and again some author
would send the Society a volume of his works, in order that they might
review it. In such cases the Moderator appointed a committee to review
the book, and the report of this comm~ttee would be generally accepted
and forwarded to the author. Philo's own publications have been almost
entirely the catalogue of her members and library, the Biennial and other
orations delivered before her, and the University Magazine.
The greatest piece of work which she ever did was to publish the book
on the Rosetta Stone, of which an account will be found elsewhere in tIllS
volume. Among her own members she fostered the literary spirit, not only in
____________ the regular weekly exercises, but alsoby offering yearly pri~es for the_~es~
orations, essays and debates. A magazine was also carried on, which was
read at every meeting. Editors were statedly appointed, and a regular
magazine was written containing essays, stories, poems and items of interest.
From time to time, propositions were made for the publication of a maga
zine, such as that published by the Zelosophic Society. There may have
--
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been a magazine published about 1817, as there is a record of fifty dollars
being raised to help along the publication of the magazine. No copy is
extant, nor is there any further mention made of it until 1875. Then it
was decided to publish a monthly magazine in the interest of Philo and
the University at large. It was an undertaking of no small magnitude,
but the magazine is witness to the able way in which the self-imposed task
was performed. At the beginning of every month, men were appointed
by the Moderator to contribute to the magazine. The work was continued
for several years before it was given up, and the Penrusylvanian started in
its place, as a general college paper.
One of the old institutions of Philo has long since been done away.
It was what is styled in the minutes as "Papers in the Box." A box was
placed in the library room, into which any member might drop an essay,
criticism or humorous sketch, and at the following meeting the box was
opened and the papers read. Perhaps the best way to form some idea of
the character o~ these. anonymollspapers will be by a listofthe.uames
of a few of them: " Gum Sneezer," "Flinkeria," " Philo Review," "The
Adventurer," "The Obsena," "Censor and Monitor," "The Lash," "Me
nagerie," "Evening Sentinel," "The Argus," "Caricaturist," "Planet"
(1840), " Gad-Fly," " Yonker Sketches No.1," "Thunderjug."
They appear to have often become personal in their references, and
the minutes of several meetings end abruptly. After stating that a certain
paper was read, the Secretary simply adds: "Meeting adjourned in great
disorder." At other times the paper was condemned by the Society, and
was cremated then and there in the stove.

In 1829, a Zelosophic Society was founded and given rooms near
those of Philo. From the very first, a strong rivalry existed between the
two societies, and every effort was made to excel the other in students, in
scholarship, and in oratory. _ Debates were often_~eld in which each society
put forth its champions. This rivalry had an excellent effect not only on
the members of the societies, but also on the college in general. The con
tests, however, were not always confined to words, but often took a more
warlike form, and many a man has come out of'the struggles bearing scars
which to-day remind him of his College days. Raids were made on each
(2)
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memoers : "-Uslilillreqruretlie uIiarn.mous-Yoteof--all-the-J uniur-mem"------
bers to change the badge of the Society." Later in the year a committee
was appointed to effect a compromise on the question of the badge. There
is no record that any such compromise ever took place, but in the present
badge, the star appears, so it is probable that it is the reeult of this com
promise. The debates in Philo are not without interest. She has always
been in close contact with the world outside the college walls, and is often
a safe guide as to the spirit of the times. Space does not allow the quoting
of more than two of the debate subjects: "Is it probable that the Abo
fully discussed.
lition of slavery would be attended by the dissolution of the Union?"
The struggle between the two societies was carried on until the re
was decided (1840) in the affirmative. The question: "Can this Uni
moval to West Philadelphia, when the Zelosophic Society weakened, and
niversity ever rise to the same degree of eminence as Harvard or Yale?"
finally ceased to exist. While in a weak condition, Philo made a proposi,! :'
was decided (1850) in the negative by a large majority.
non for the assimilation of Zelo, but this was never effected. It is to b e l !
Like all other institutions, the Society has had its days of pros
lamented that the society did disappear, for the loss of'the rivalry has been
'I
perity and its days of adversity, as the interest of the students deepened
I!
felt in these later years of Philo's life.
or lessened. There have always been a faithful few, however, to carry
The fift,iethAnniversaryofPhilo was fittingly celebrated iuthe hall ,1
- on the work; and their devoted spirits fanned the flickering flame into
-----:
{If the University, on the sixth of October, 1863. The exercises-consisted--'
a glorious light. It is told that often during the year 1859, only two
of addresses of welcome by the Moderator, an address by Dr. Hays, who
members attended the meetings. Both were smokers, but smoking was
presided, a speech by Dr. Cruse, an oration by Dr. Killilton, an address by
forbidden and punished by a fine. Even at such a time the laws of
Dr. Hall, and the benediction by the Provost. The Faculty, the Board of
the Society were obeyed, but in the following way: As the Censor, one
Trustees, and many honorary members were present. It is entered upon
had a right to fine in the hall; as the librarian, the other had a right to
the minutes that Henry Clay was also present on this occasion, and was
fine in the library. So taking their pipes, they would place their chairs
presented with a badge of the Society; but as Henry Clay died. in 1852,
near the door, and thus each sitting in his own domain they would pass
it seems probable that a slip of the pen was made by the Secretary.
the evening in reading and conversation.
What the badges of the Society have been is hard to determine. The
The interest in Philo's work has deepened greatly in the last few year&,
first badge seems to have been of white silk, on which was printed the
and her roll has contained the names of the best men in College. The
design used as the seal on the Diplomas. In 1849, a plain gold star was
students have recognized what a valuable auxiliary to the regular College
adopted, but the silk badge was still used, as we find the Committee of
work is the training which the exercises give, and have not been slow to
. __ Arrangements instructed from time_to time to purchase silver fringe
avail themselves of such opportunities._Thesocial side of the years in
for them. In 1851, another ten years aft,e;, the star was adopted to change
Philo has been the means of forming many a friendship whose bonds have
the badge, and a new one was adopted. This led to a protest by the Senior .'
only been severed by death.
members, which caused the society to rescind its former motion, and the
Philo has finished seventy-five years of her active life, and in those
badge was left unchanged. The following addition was made in the Con- ;1
years she has sent forth many a true and loyal eon, who in the pulpit or at
stitution in consequence of this friction between the Junior and Senior 'l

other's rooms, and the locksmith and carpenter were always in demand.
Many of the Zelo inembers were Southern men, and consequently all dis
cussion of the slavery question was forbidden in that Society. The story
is told of two hot-headed lads, who determined that that question should
be discussed. They came fully prepared for the discussion, which was pre
faced by one of the brothers drawing from his pocket a pistol and laying it
on the rostrum before him, with the remark that" the subject of slavery
will be discussed this evening." It is needless to say that the subject was
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"It is now just half a century since the then senior class of this
University
entertained the proposition and carried it through to form a
.~~;.
." {',~ I
~ 0:::
society,
the
objects of which should be congenial with and promotive of
, •.J h oj·" U CII '0
"t
!.,."""
C
0
the
studies
prosecuted
in the classes. It was to be for mental, what the
.. >.
.. g
old
gymnasium
was
for
bodily
strength, an arena for mutual improvement,
.~ ~
IL
,
-e
the
precaution
of
secrecy
was rather a shield for the diffident, and
where
"E
..::»
..U
g..
0
the encouragement of retiring merit, too often unconscious of its capacity
E" ::IE
.
[by its tendency to isolation]. After some informal'meetings and con
'- 2 .!:!
C) CII
-e
ferences the subject was submitted to the Provost for approval, and the
>...c
~
organization and constitution completed under the title of 'The Philo~
~

'0 ~~ -.------mathean Society of the University of Pennsylvania.' ..
Z ., -e
Thus wrote the Philomathean Society's first Moderator, Christian
...;.. .:;
~ n..
.:
F. Cruse, in 1863, on the occasion of the Society's fiftieth anniversary.
00
The first meeting was held on October 2, 1813, and the framed, con
ec=;
stituting declaration signed by the thirteen charter members on that
~~
m
CII g
lXl
0
t:
date still proudly hangs on the wall of the Society's meeting room. This
declaration states, the purpose of the Society to be to I t • • • promote our
..
>
!:"c
lU
improvement in Learning, and likewise more firmly establish the reputa
& &
tion of the University...... The Board of Trustees of the University
'uo U~ lJ!
approved the institution of the Society on November 23, 1813. Upon the
V)
g I
CII U
..
Board's order, the Society was alloted a large hall and two adjoining
i: CII -c
... V)
Ql
rooms in the President's House, which had been built for the President
0·...
...
c
U
of the Unites States, but was given to the University when the national
l:Il 0
C ..
.';:: a;
capital moved to Washington •
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In broad outline, Philo of 1813 and of 1%4 are spiritually the same.
Traditions have changed slowly, it at all, and Reverend Cruse would
feel perfectly at home during one of today's meetings.
The Society meets formally in its quarters eight Friday evenings
each semester. The Literary Exercises are the heart of the meeting, and
provide an outlet for members' original thought. A different person is
appointed President of the Literary Exercises at each meet ing to chair
during this part of the, evening. The President appoints the Critic of the
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Exercises, wno-derivers a formarcririque at die conclusion orthe pro
He ra¥l1isgavel on a square maroleolocK once part or-tne ola-Piesi·--
gram. The Constitution is then read for three minutes to insure that the
dent's Mansion. On either side of him are the two Censores Morum. The
members retain a working knowledge of it, and the "Review" of ~he
Scriba sits at a desk directly in front of the podium. These four officers
previous meeting follows. It is usually satiric and can take any form the
are clad in academic robe. The members rise when these officers enter
reviewer wishes - prose, poetry or even mathematical formulae. The Re
at the beginning of the meeting.
views have been written into volumes extant since the 1820' s.
Traditionally, the main function of the Censores Morum is to main
After the Review, the program arranged by the Literary Exercises
tain the decorum of the meeting by censoring the conduct of the members,
Committee is presented. It might consist of an Oxford style debate on
including the Moderator. In addition, the First and Second Censors are
the topic "Resolved, That chivalry is dead," a reading of Under Milk
Chairman and Vice-Chairman, respectively, of the Membership Committee.
wood, a live demonstration of a rat's reaction to artificial cranial
The minutes are written by the Scriba into large, leather bound
stimuli, or an annotated musical program on Beethoven's Fourth Sym
volumes which eventually find their place in the Society's archives.
phony or Charlie Parker. Most often, however, the Literary ExerCises
With the exception of minor gaps, the Society has complete minute books
center upon prepared expository or analytical papers. The topics of
since its founding in 1813.
these papers reflect the variety of interests of the members: classical
The above officers are elected as are the Recorder, Treasurer and
Marxism, Abstract Expressionism, characterization in Anna Karenina,
Librarian.
social and work patterns in a garment shop, Ste. Teresa and the Golden
The Recorder's primary function is the care of the Recorder's Roll
Age of Spanish Literature, the dating of Easter, Arab-Israeli relations,
into which each member writes his name upon initiation. This role is
continuous from 1813, excepting a few years around World War II. The
the poetry of Catullus, the chemical origin of life, and Chinese phon
--------- eties.The vigorous discussion which follows - ends neither with the------------ Recorder is also responsible for communications _with the alumni, and is
in charge of the Society's archives.
adjournment of the meeting nor with the Moderator's extinguishing the
Traditional activities include the Annual Oration, the Banquet
lights as he closes the rooms, but continues for hours afterwards at
some campus restaurant.
and Commencement Exercises, and the Bowl Oration.
Preceding the "lit ex" is the business meeting. A typical busi
The Annual Oration is a public address delivered towards the end
ness meeting might last several hours while members discuss and argue
of the Spring semester by an outstanding author or scholar attired in
the selection of an Annual Orator, methods of raising money to support
academic robe.
a publication, the philosophy of selecting books for the Society's
The Banquet and Commencement Exercises are held after the last
library, the correct parliamentary procedure to be followed, and why the
meeting of the Spring semester and are the Society's official farewell to
business meetings are so long. Members object to these long business
graduating members. Following a banquet marked by innumerable toasts
meetings, but object even more should the Cabinet implement plans
and glasses of wine, the graduates receive Philo's ancient, Latin
without fully discussing the details on the floor. The members stand
diploma. The current Moderator is presented a gold key bearing the
while speaking, and address each other formally by last names. To in
emblem of the Society. A prominent alumnus delivers an address and
crease the sense of formal debate, the seating rings the sides of the
members of the graduating class present the Latin Oration, an original
English Poem and the Valedictory.
meeting room.
--------The Moderator is the Society's chiefofficer~ His responsibility is-
- - - - - ---Theprocess of application and acceptance to membership is long
and exhaustive. To gain the privilege of participating in the Society's
to preside at the meetings and to insure the maintainance of the
Society's standards and the observance of its traditions. He must
activities, a student must demonstrate his qualifications fer member
familarize himself with every Society activity and successfully ad
ship by speaking briefly before the Society, submitting a creative or
critical paper, and discussing his ideas and interests in an interview
minister all of its programs. It is his duty to maintain satisfactory re
lations with the faculty, administration and student body. He appoints
with the Membership Committee. New members are selected from those
committees and delivers an inaugural address setting forth his policies.
who have completed this procedure only after extended and thorough
His Cabinet is composed of the other elected officers. While presiding,
discussion by the entire membership. The Society's Constitution sets
he sits on an elevated platform behind an enclosed, wooden podium.
fifty as the maximum number of members at anyone time, sixteen being
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th-e-ifi·aximum number of-female memoers. This limit has been found
optimal over the years, permitting close personal contact among the
members and effective debate at the meetings, yet providing sufficient
numbers to administer Society projects successfully.
Upon his initiation into the Society, the new member receives a
Latin certificate of membership, a lapel pin bearing the Society's emblem
and a key to the quarters. He also signs his name to the Recorder's
Roll during a traditional candle-lit ceremony, well remembered for the
Censor's exclamation "Adsumus" which admits him to Philomathean
Hall.
Although the Society consists mostly of undergraduates, a limited
number of graduate students may be accepted to Special membership by
following the same application procedure. Philo is the only under
graduate student organization at the University retaining this ptivilege.
Undergraduates are called Junior members, and alumni Senior members.
The Society also elects Honorary members.
These members are fifty very individual individuals, and Philo ex
presses the personalities of its current members. The membership is
_____ divided about equally among the. four classes.· Reflecting the compo
sition of the student body, the members come from all over the United
States and from foreign countries as well. They are enrolled in all the
undergraduate schools. Most expect to continue their education beyond
the bachelor's degree.
During its first forty-three years, the Society concentrated pri
marily on internal programs designed to promote the learning of its
members, although it did publish several short-lived magazines such as
the University Magazine in 1843. An internal program to which the
members devoted much time and money was the building of a library of
thousands of volumes which functioned in reality as the library of the
University until the last decades of the nineteenth century. Philo early
influenced the curriculum at Pennsylvania. Vice-Provost :md historian
Roy F. Nichols related this example in an address delivered on October
. ---6,-1956; upon the dedication of the presentPhilomathean Hall.--- -- - -
"It was in the hall of Philomathean that I like to think that the
idea of teaching American history at the University was born. On
November 1, 1838, a distinguished lawyer from the community, William
Bradford Reed, delivered an oration in which he urged the study and
teaching of American history. Interestingly enough, sixteen years later
he became the first one to teach American history at the University. This
was the first fruit on an idea presented to Philomathean."
In 1856, a project was undertaken which brought the Society
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international recognition. Historian and Senior member Edward P.
Cheyney relates the incident in his History of the University of
Pennsylvania, 1740-1940 (Pages 248-249).
"A member procured and presented to the Society in 1856 a plaster
cast of the well-known monument in the British Museum with its
trilingual inscription in Hieroglyphics, Demotic, and Greek [the Rosetta
Stone]. It had lately attracted much attention and been described and
translated by the French scholar Champollion. A little group of in
terested members of "Philo" ..• had themselves appointed a committee
to report upon it. With what one of them afterwards called 'the happy
temerity of youth and inexperience,' and feeling 'that nothing possible
to man ought to trouble a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and
of the Philomathean Society,' by the time they had graduated, two years
later, they had produced the report in two successive editions, in book
form. Printed in colors by a lithographic process, with appropriate il
lustration and ornament, it gave a textual reproduction of the inscrip
tion in its three languages, collated with the Lepsian text of the corre
sponding inscription on the wall of the temple at Philae.
..---.--.
"It ··was a work- of genuine·scholarship;-of ingenuity;- boldness,
industry, and good taste. It dre~ a complimentary letter from Baron von
Humboldt, who was doubtless unaware of the youth and lack of training,
as he was certainly unfamiliar with American learning, of the producers
of what he calls 'the first essay at independent investigation offered by
the litterateurs of the New Continent.' The two editions of the Report
were soon exhausted and have long since become rarities sought for by
librarians." This work was the first completely accurate translation of
the Rosetta. Stone, and it deciphered hieroglyphic characters never pre
viously defined.
"In 1896 another very creditable piece of translation was done by
a committee ••• appointed to translate the De Mysteriis of Andocides.
The idea of publishing such a translation was due entirely to the com
mittee in charge and their work was highty commended by Professor
Lamberton, the head of the Department of Greek. This work was pub
- --lished by Philo." (A-History ~f the Philomathean Society, 1913, pages

76-77 .)
In 1873, the University and the Society moved to West Philadelphia.
A fourth floor was built on College Hall especially for the Philomathean
Society and its rival, the Zelosophic Society, founded in 1829. Each
organization had two spacious rooms. Pictures of Philo's quarters in
1913 are reproduced in this volume.
"In the fall of 1875 there appeared the first college publication at
Pennsylvania which had for its sole object student news. The University
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eXistence to two factors which have many times been active in the
Magazine published monthly by the Philomathean Society of the V,li
Society. One is lack of funds which has always made the members
versity of Pennsylvania came out in November of 1875. The first edi
work when all else has failed, while the other is that which Philo alone
torial mentioned the long-felt need for some organ in which the views
of all the organized groups at the University seems to foster for its
and opinions of undergraduates could be expressed, and it frankly as
own sake: a love of old things. It was not the purpose of the Society
serted that it was not 'the Magazine's intention to give any deep, solemn,
to compete with that Dramatic Organization at the University whose
political, financial or mercantile information, but rather to contain
productions are famous throughout the college world and whose un
news relative to college life.' Throughout its existence, from 1875 to
broken line of success has put Pennsylvania far in advance of every
1885, the Magazine gave a faithful record of events at the University
other
college in the field of dramatic productions. Even hostile critics
•.. As the University 'grew up' the Magazine could not fairly be said to
are
forced
to acknowledge the superiority of the Mask and Wig Play.
be representative, as Philo seldom had more than fifty members ..•
But
the
Mask
and Wig Club has confined itself to the production of
while there were nearly a thousand students at the University. So
comic opera and left to other hands the task of reviving the good things
Philo censented to give up the publication of the Magazine upon con
dition that another publication should at once be started by the under
of former years.
"In 1904 the Ben Greet Corupany came to the University and gave
graduate body. The public spirited attitude of Philo and her generosity
some
of its famous Shakespearean plays in the Botanical Gardens of
in thus giving up one of her chief functions was commended in the first
the
University.
This was done under the joint auspices of the Zelo
number of the Pennsylvanian." (ibid., pages 75-76.) The Society's
sophic and Philomathean Societies.
Moderator, George Wharton Pepper, became the first editor-in-chief of
" ••• The representation by a professional company in Phila
the Pennsylvanian, and many Philo members have thereafter held that
and other editorial posts on the Pennsylvanian;-and its~successor;the---------~delphiaof that noble .morality play of the fifteenth century; 'Everyman,'
Daily Pennsylvanian.
convinced the members that old plays would be favorably received by
a modern audience. Professor Clarence G. Child, of the English De
Debating was the activity in which the Society most often engaged
partment, had edited for publication 'The Second Shepherd's Play,' an
throughout its first century. Philo's principal contender was the
Zelosophic Society, and the annual Philo-Zelo Debate often attracted
interlude from the Towneley Cycle; he now prepared an acting version and
thousands of the public in the Musical Fund Hall and other forums of
it was submitted to the Play Committee. So it happened that 'The Second
Philadelphia. The public issues of the day were vigorously debated in
Shepherd's Play' was produced upon the natural stage in the Botanical
the Society. It is recorded in the archives that just prior to the Civil
Gardens by members of the Philomathean Society. The effort was so well
War, 'a Moderator placed two pistols on the lecturn, and announced,
received that an extra performance outside the University had to be ar
"Gentlemen, tonight we shall debate slavery!"
ranged, and after all bills were paid, a sufficient surplus remained to be
Philo also contested literary and debating societies of other col
laid aside for a more ambitious undertaking the following year.
leges from New York to North Carolina. In 1894, the Society joined with
"In 1909 the committee in charge decided not to repeat the simple
the teams of other schools to establish the first "Intercollegiate Debate
religious drama but to give some one of the many famous compositions of
Union" in the United States. As in the case of the student newspaper,
the Elizabethan period. ' ••• the boocke of Harey Porter called the two
angrey women of Abengton' (as it is called in Henslowe's Diary) ••• was
the Society again yielded its monopoly position and organized the
---~---University Debate Council, open to all ~undergraduate students, that
likewise so successful financially that die Society's rooms were com
same year.
pletely refurnished and the bare walls covered with the grime of thirty
Dramatics was another major Philo activity. The earliest production
five years were at last painted. The remaindet of the money was placed
was the Greek Play of 1886 presented by the Philomathean and Zelo
in the 'Philomathean Play Fund,' from which no money can be drawn
sophic Societies in Philadelphia's Academy of Music, and subsequently
save for financing Philo plays. Two members of the Society are annually
published in book form.
elected trustees to see that the surplus of one year's play is used to
The Society's Centennial History contains a spirited account of the
make up any deficit which may occur the following year.
later development of dramatic activity. "Dramatic productions are Philo's
"The next play was given in 1911, and in that year 'The Pleasant
most recently instituted form of activity. The Philo plays owe their
Comedy of Mucedorous,' an Elizabethan drama attributed to Thomas
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Lodge, was presented by t~Society on the outdoor stage.
"In 1912, Thomas Dekkar's 'The Shoemaker's Holiday,' a lively
comedy of life in medieval London, was given, and required so large a
cast that nearly half of the Society took part.
"With all the advantages of an outdoor play, one great drawback
existed, which so repeatedly caused trouble that a change was neces
sary. This drawback was the weather. Rain had so often necessitated
postponements that the play committee resolved to forsake the Botanical
Gardens and go to one of the down-town theatres. The South Broad Street
Theatre was chosen as the scene of Philo's tremendous success in
1913. Ben Jonson's masterpiece, 'The Alchemist,' was given by a
company of Philomatheans in which it seemed as though every man's
part had been written for him. Some member was found to be a faithful
counterpart of each character, and the result brought from Professor
Felix E. Schelling, our greatest authority on the Elizabethan drama, the
::3
0
comment that it was the least amateurish play he had ever seen given by
i
amateurs..•• 'Dol' so cleverly concealed his sex that the play was more
~
than half over when a lady in the audience in utter surprise exclaimed,
~
~------~'Why, it's a boy!'" (ibid., pages 129-132.).~--~-----------~-~--~---------~--------_·
~--------_.f
To commemorate its one hundredth anniversary in 1913, the Society
~
gave an elaborate celebration under the direction of Moderator Randolph
J:
G. Adams. On December 13, 1913, a formal meeting attended by Junior
Z
and Senior members and guests was held in Houston Hall. Diplomas of
Z5
honorary membership were conferred on the Provost and five prominent
J:
professors. Professor of History Edward P. Cheyney delivered a historical summary of Philo's first hundred years. After the ceremonies,
::E
the meeting adjourned to Philomathean Hall, where refreshments were
served and the Society's "valuable and interesting relics were exi
hibited." On display were framed pictures of all the previous Moderators.
0...
A history of the first hundred years was written and printed. It con
tained a collection of speeches of historical interest, lists of alumni,
Moderators, winners of Society prizes and similar information. Professor
Cheyney's speech was included, as was a comparable one by Reverend
------cruseonthe~occasionof
the~ fiftieth anniversary;--The _. volumewenton--~-
sale December 13, 1913, under the title A History of the Philomathean
Society of the University of Pennsylvania.
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SETTING

The contrast between the University in 1914 and today is striking,
particularly to alumni, who can compare their memories to the present.
Long gone is the clang of trolley cars along blocks of Woodland Ave
nue, now closed to traffic and a part of the campus. The monopoly in
student newspaper columns of sports and campus heroes has yielded to
youthful analyses of politics, cinema, and University policy. Crowds
that once overflowed Franklin Field now elbow their way into the spar
kling new air-conditioned Van Pelt Library. In an editorial, March 10,
1914, the Pennsylvania urged students to take "an occasional trip" to
the library. Some graduates sl!?posedly boasted of never having entered
the library in their four year sojourn at Pennsylvania. Their very sur
vival challenged, the fraternities are attempting to re-evaluate their
role in the University community. No longer the playground of the social
elite of the first two decades of this century, nor the regional, back
______________ water institution of the hard 1930' s, Pennsylvania has attained a posi
tion of intellectualleadership~--respon-sible-to the demands --of serious
young men and women who have sought higher education since World
War II.
Nevertheless, returning alumni have not found Penn completely
altered. Continuity as well as change has characterized Pennsylvania,
and the mission of the institution, as founded by Benjamin Franklin, to
provide for the cultural and educational needs of its community, still
motivates the University. For the man who treasures the richness of
tradition, yet finds de light in inte llectually stimulating dynamism, the
Philomathean Society reflects both the most progressive and conserva
tive elements that have indelibly shaped the character of Pennsylvania.
A bellwether among student organizations, the Society, by 1914,
had long survived the mass of collegiate literary soc ieties which exis
ted at most American colleges during the nineteenth century, and which
_____perishedeither bY' attempting to maintain the pure scholasticism of the
German university or by becoming the purelY·social fraternities. Philo
mathean Hall was rarely an "ivory tower." Although the Society was
no longer the predominant student organization at Penn, a status which
it had shared with Zelo, Philomatheans continued to take an active part
in matters vital to the University community and the world at large.
A famous struggle arose in 1915 between conservative alumni and
embattled faculty over the issues of academic freedom and control over
educational policy. Pennsylvania historian Edward P. Cheney records

--i
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cerning the propriety of war-time restfictioffS-6h-fr-e-e-spe-ech~The
niat onJ une 15-;-I9T5-;-th--eBoacaof-Trustee s curtlyi"ilforme-dcne young,
Pennsylvanian on January 25, 1918, noted the significance accorded the
popular, but controversial economics Assistant Professor, Dr. Scott
Nearing, that his appointment would not be renewed. No right of appeal
debates:
was granted. This action provoked a condemnation of the University by
"It will be a no decision debate, but a straw vote will be taken,
the American Association of University Professors. Although Dr.
as in the last event, when the co-ed question was debated. This
Nearing was not restored to his position, the faculty eventually secured
meeting was well attended ...held the same evening as a meeting of
a more desirable appointment procedure as a result of the incident.
the Board of University Trustees, and, as a result, one of the
Philomatheans clearly sympathized with the faculty position in their
Trustees and several faculty showed up to judge student opinion."
debates and discussions.
Clothed in procedural dress, one Philo struggle of 1919 concerned
the granting of permission to a "Labor Discussion Group" to use the
Shadows from World War I had been falling over the Society. Disquarters of the Society. The debate exposed lively differences among
cussion remained humorous for a while. In explaining "The War Loan,"
the members as to the desirability of soc ial change and its possible
Soc iety Treasurer Pearce Gabe 11 declared the United States Treasury
directions. It was an era characterized intellectually and emotionally
to be "much in the same condition as that of the Philomathean... "
How the war was to affect America was still uncertain and re sponses
by challenges of "old truths." The debates and Literary Exercises
throughout the period reflected a basic interest of Philomatheans in
varied.
ethical questions. In 1918, the Society adopted a proposal of Moderator
By October of 1915, the specter of compulsory military drill faced
John Frederick Lewis, Jr., that an honor examination system be in American college students. Young war enthusiasts circulated a petition
___________stituted at Penn, and a petition from _the Society _was -presented to the---calling on the Trustees to provide military training.Philomathe~nssuch
faculty.
as Robert Spiller raised their voices to defend opponents of the petition
Religion also attracted the critical attention of the University stufrom the vituperation of its backers. Philomathean Ralph Cheyney, son
dent. An appearance by Evangelist Billy Sunday in the vicinity of the
of the historian, declared his intention to sail on the "Ark of Peace"
campus attracted some nine thousand spectators. In response to the
expedition sponsored by Henry Ford.
petition of many students, compulsory attendance at chapel services
Among the orders issued to convince the nation that it was indeed
was required in September, 1914. By the following March, however, atat war, when American involvement was declared, was a ten p.m. cur
tendance had fallen, and student opinion was sharply divided over the
few, which necessitated an earlier meeting time for the Society. Plans
requirement.
for an all-University honor code and the integratipn of women students
The dropping of Greek as a required course, in 1914, had its reperinto the College dissolved as Major Charles T. Griffith of the United
cussions. In the spring of 1916, Philo substituted an English salutatory
States Army assumed command of Pennsylvania. Philip Price and other
in place of the Greek welcoming address at its annual Commencement
members courageously raised their voices against the mounting intolerExercises. The traditional Latin poem at the Commencement was likeance against dissenters.
The man
wise replaced by an English poem. This extra step away from the
Many members and recent graduates promptly enlisted.
during the
classical languages anticipated University recognition of modern
power drain forced the Society to suspend its constitution
- - - -----languages, when classical language requirements were dropped in 1918.
---- -war; quorums obviously had to be sacrificed.-- ------
Some of the preliminary skirmishes over equal academic rights for
World War I was hardly ended when the college alumni, through a
"Committee of One Hundred," declared war in the "Wilmington de clara
women took place on the floor of Philomathean. Following a recommendation of the Provost, approved by the Faculty, concerning the integration" on the undefined but evident trend in University affairs t~war~s
tion of women students into the College, Philomatheans discussed the
the creation of a large university in the sense known today. Pnmanly
possible admission of women into the Society in December, 1917. Most
graduates residing in the Philadelphia area, these alumni wanted Penn
men strongly opposed both the Provost's plan and the admittance of
to remain a small regional institution which would promote "training for
leadership." Though Pennsylvania was hard-pressed financially, they
women into the Society. Shortly thereafter, the Society debated its
Zelosophic rival on the question. In reporting a subsequent debate conparticularly feared state aid on the then likely grounds of political
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-----interference.
In support of the majority faculty position, the Society passed a
resolution at the time of the resignation of Provost Edgar F ahs Smith
that differed sharply with the alumni "Wilmington declaration." The
Soc iety even supported conversion of the University into a state insti
tution. In 1920, the government apparently seemed to be the only source
of needed support in an era in which education was even more starved
for funds than is the case today. In effect, the Society went on record
substantially endorsing the vigorous expansion and advancement that
had to await the period of planned deve lopment of the Harnwell adminis
tration.
The early 1920's were self-indulgent years on college campuses.
Even Philo occasionally departed from a safe course of bustling activ
ity in plays and debating, and University admi nistration ire was aroused
when the Society on one occasion joined a student protest over the
expulsion of several high-spirited campus rowdies.
The later 1920's and early 1930's found Pennsylvanians being
stirred by the "Valley Forge Plan," the Sacco-Vanzetti case, and pro
_________ hibition._______ .
_

-

From about 1926 until World War II, considerable discussion in
Philo and among Penn alumni centered on efforts to re locate the Univer
sity. The enthusiasm generated evidenced the dissatisfaction felt by
most students, faculty members, and alumni with the rather unappealing
city surroundings of West Philadelphia. Indeed, many alumni refused to
send their children to Pennsylvania; school loyalty was hard to nourish.
Several Penn alumni contributed farmland sites at Valley Forge to the
University conditioned on a time limit for the relocation. The uncertain,
long-range financial position of the Pennsylvania treasury as well as
powerful opposition of some faculty members eventually barred the plan
from implementation.
One issue that gave rise to intense factionalism within the soc iety
and the University was the Sacco-Vanzetti case. The outcome of one
particularly heated discussion in the Society is not recorded; several
- -- passages of the minute book were torn out. -To the cOntrary,- the Prohi-----
bition issue seems to have inspired more evasive actions than nobel
words.
It was all of these events and trends, both the continuity and the
change, that determined the forces working upon the Society and influ
enced the interaction between Philo and its members.

1914-1928/15

ACTIVITIES

If the Philomathean Society ever needed a justification, the scope
and brilliance of its activities would serve admirably. Its efforts have
been high in quality, while being predominately student planned and stu
dent effected. The varied nature of the activities reflects the broad
interests and needs of Philomatheans.

Dramatics
Of all the efforts that engaged members, none consumed as much
time or drew more public response as the dramatic programs performed by
Philo. Its eager young actors were expansively productive. Ambitious
projects were launched, often with little apparent worry over the finan
cial responsibilities to be incurred. After all, if Philo had weathered the
storms of the past, then full speed ahead! Undoubtedly, this attitude
_______ must have created many problems for Society treasurers, fortunate ly both
resourceful and loyal. Most important, however, these dramatic programs
did much to enrich the cultural life of the University as well as to pro
vide valuable experience for all partie ipants.
F or many years the Society presented annual productions of out
standing quality. In an era more remembered for its "Ziegfield Follies,"
Philo produced works of a considerably more serious nature.
In 1914 the University witnessed Beaumont and Fletcher's Knight
of the Burning Pestle, which was a triumph for the member-players.
Playing three consecutive nights in May at the Little Theatre, this pro
duction quite possibly surpassed any previous Philomathean dramatic
endeavor. All the settings were faithful to the Elizabethean locale of the
plays; female roles were played by males. Publicity materials presented
the playas "a satyre uponne the overblowne and fantastique chivalry of
that daye." In a review in the Pennsylvanian, May 14, 1914, Dr. Felix
----- Schelling -of the. English department praised the production both for its
entertainment value and its authenticity.
Repeating an earlier success, performed in 1912, a Society cast in
1915 presented The Shoemaker's H~liday. In this play by Thomas Dekkar,
a contemporary of Shakespeare, one Simon Eyre rises in the world to be
come Lord Mayor of London. Ernest F. Hausser, the poet who was to die
in World War I, played the lead role. By now an enthusiastic friend of
Philo, Professor Schelling supervised the arrangements to insure authen
ticity. Under a headline "Philo Play Great Success," the Pennsylvanian
wrote:

1914-1928/17

'-'The-intelligent appreciation of-tne---comp-anyof-tne-m-eaoin-g-----
of the lines and the power of the play bespeaks hard work."
(May 7, 1916)
While their acting on the whole had afforded artistic successes, the
men of Philomathean were dissatisfied with the rather un-Elizabethean
setting of both the Little Theatre and the Botanical Gardens. Spurred on
by the ambitious and imaginative chairman of the Play Committee, George
F. Kearney, the Society announced its intention to reconstruct the Globe
Theatre. First proposed by Kearney in October of 1915, the plans won an
enthusiastic response among Philomatheans and the faculty.
The proposed project drew considerable attention. Aroused public
interest made the Philo production of The Comedy of Errors a major
element in the Philadelphia commemoration of the tercentenary of the
death of Shakespeare.
The elaborate production, however, necessitated opening the casting
III
o ..
tryouts to the entire student body, to the mutual satisfaction of non
C "'
III
member undergraduates and an overburdened Society. A precedent was
00..
+=u Ctil ____ set in that women students wereallowed.. to participate. Alth~ugh not
::I ._
"'D C
faithful to the original in this detail, the performances avoided the often
o.. ::l
..
a.lQ
farcical effect of an all male cast. The response to the tryouts and the
~ GI
resulting competition were so intense that the Society selected two casts
O:-E
to perform on alternate nights during the week of performance. An associ
....
- o ..
0
ation that was to prove mutually beneficial over the years began with the
.. ..c
.. til
acceptance by Percy Winters, prominent American drama critic and direc
C .
tor, of the role of director.
U~
The planning progressed well. Hamilton Walk became the site of the
new Globe. Dr. Horace Furness, Jr., drew up building plans and Dr. Felix
Schelling supervised construction details. The new Globe sat about one
thousand and cost approximately $1,350. As the first performance drew
near, Philadelphia newspapers carried extensive advance feature articles
and the Evening Ledger of May 17, 1916, carried a photograph of the
Globe. Even the Pennsylvanian relaxed the usual iron hold of sports
---------coverage-to we kome the. debut. Unlike the _photo coverage in _ the city
press, the campus paper did not make an exception to its de facto policy
of printing photographs only of athletes or dead faculty members.
Complete with photos of the cast, the Philadelphia press printed
enthusiastic reviews of the Society's production. Typical is the following
excerpt from the Evening Ledger of May 16, 1916:

--



The place of presentation could not have been better chosen.....
the way (to the theater) was through dim-lit lanes, overhung
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with branches and greenery, such lanes as London had with its
Sensitive to t!le winds of patriotism and the long recognized dominance
sputtering lanterns .... The audience, in the pit, sat with heads
of European culture, me Philomathean Society announced plans in late
bared to the blue vaults of heaven and came away with better
autumn of 1916 to produce a Masque of the American Drama. Professor
health for the hours spent....
of English Arthur Hobson Quinn, felt that more emphasis should be
A merry prologue, full of philospphy as a walnut of meat,
placed on American literature. The year 1917 was to be the one hundredcame pell-mell from me brain of Prof. Felix E. Schelling,
fiftieth anni versary of the first American production of an American play,
through me mouth of a most excellent and entertaining fool.
The Princ e of Parthia (1767), by Thomas Godfrey. Destined to win
Then the play was on, and the play was the thing.
national acclaim for both the Society and the University, the Mas que was
No scene shifting at the Globe in 1599. Then, as last
CO assert the claims of American drama and the maturity of the cultural
night, a bustling lad hustled out, put up a placard telling the
aspects of American life.
imagination of the next scene and act represented, and so
As developed by me ever energetic George F. Kearney, the Masque
swift was the action, so keen the dialogue, so witty the actor
concerns the wooing of the beautiful maiden, Drama, by America. Five
lads and lassies, that no sense of loss was experienced. The
diversions, Commerce, Puritanism, Foreign Plays, The Fates and
excellent cast has been thoroughly drilled ... , and it gave a
Industry, in turn preempts the attention of young America. Meeting their
presentation that made the heart long for more of it, for a return
challenges, America also tries to prove his worthiness to the hand of
of the days when me stage did not bewilder the eye and stun
Drama by courting her with five American plays. Eventually freeing
the senses with a riot of color and noise and movement, but
himself from the diversions and having won the love of Drama, America
made its appeal to heart and brain.
weds her in a lavish ceremony.
Between acts, ... there_were-gay-dances .... drilled byC-;---- ~-- ----With me idea of making the Masque a University project; the-Society
Ellwood Carpenter. And there was strange, stirring barbaric
invited me Zelosophic Society to be a co-sponsor in promoting student
music from an orchestra conducted by Karl R. Alden .... Particu
participation. As one member expressed himself, "Philo is fulfilling a
larly well done were the parts of the Dromios, interpreted by
real mission if she can draw the floaters and the co-eds into the life of
Park B. Turner and F. DeWaters; Solinus, by Edward Anschutz;
the University."
Aegon, by L. H. Harris, and the Antipholis of Syracuse, by R.
Plans mushroomed. An instructor in the Department of Romance
Bevis Lord.
Languages, poet Albert E. Trombly, submitted a script based on a
scenario by Professor Quinn, that was enthusiasticaliy received and
subsequently published. An architecture student, J. Wilson Brooks,
The North American of the same date wrote:
submitted me winning set of stage plans. Hundreds of students turned
out for me play casts and dance teams. Percy Winters devoted his
The shade of Shakespeare himself might have witnessed the
nationally known talent to directing. The equally we ll-known composer,
performance ... last night with no reason to suspect that 300
Reginald de Koven, wrote the score, and an associate of his, Wassali
years had passed since he and his company had trod the boards
Leps, took charge of the chorus. Seventy members of the Philadelphia
of the old Globe Theater at Southwark.
Orchestra served in me Masque orchestra. Leicester B. Holland did an
________________ Besides -- being an artistic- success,- Comedy-of - Errors-nettedthe--~-, ---outstanding job in supervising me overall -designs and costumes~Impressed by the scope and importance of the Masque as well as by
Soc iety $1500 in profits. This money was used to convert the Philo
its competent management, the University administration proved coopera
library chamber into an experimental theater complete with portable
tive in some needed arrangements. For example, gym credit extended to
stage. The library book cases were removed, and new meeting room seats
participants in the Masque dance groups no doubt fostered participation.
with overhanging book shelves were installed.
The cast had been selected by April 3rd. Philomathean Charles
Over the summer of 1916 the complexion of national life began to
Sommer and a non-member, Miss Gloniger, won the coveted roles of
feel ripples of me war raging in Europe. The national campaign that
America and Drama, respectively. The Society selected the best designs
began to whip up patriotic fervor as a prelude to American entry into the
for the lead costumes from a student competition. Rather than the typical
War had an effect of making me country increasingly self-assertive.
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Garoens and after theDiiiversiryfiaa-oasKea-in nationalattention-;-the---
Masque committee found itself facing a debt of $19,000. This money
was raised by the students under the leadership of George F. Kearney
and John F. Lewis, Jr. The initial public fund-raising effort, a dance,
saw for the first time at Pennsylvania both men and women students
assuming actual managerial responsibilities.
The Masque debt was finally met only after the two literary societies
had sponsored a highly successful, mass patriotic rally at Franklin
Field. Featuring nationally known entertainers and demonstrations by
units of the Armed Forces, this effort produced a surplus. Philomatheans
donated their entire profit, $860.00, as the first contribution to the build
ing fund for a new University Hospital, successor to the make-shift
"base hospital."
Even while the Masque was being arranged, the Society was pro
ducing original plays written by Penn students in its "Playshop"
series. Philo decided, however, to break precedent with past efforts of
this type, and ran the series without Zelo. A student competition was
held for one program. Selected by Professors of English Clarence
_ _.__ Griffin Child and Thomas O'Bolger,as _among the__ be~tthre~ play s were
two works by Philomatheans: The Great God Bull, by Robert E. Spiller,
By opening night, a chilly May 14, 1917, the eyes of the University,
and May, A Morality Play, by George F. Kearney. John Frederick Lewis,
the City, and even the nation focused upon the Masque of the American
Jr., son of the President of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
Drama. Besides a special "Masque issue" of the campus magazine,
and manager of the "Playshop", secured the Academy building for a
Red & Blue, and lengthy articles in the city press, a national periodical,
special performance. He also arranged subsequent presentations before
Book News Monthly, featured a special article by Dr. Quinn on the
Masque.
the Drama League of Philadelphia and the Philomusian Club.
Fund-raising efforts and the "war emergency" necessitated the
Aided by mild weather at the end of the week, the Masque proved to
postponement of any further productions until the spring term of 1919.
be an entertainment delight for the thousands of spectators. Prominent
Continuing the new policy of engaging the services of University women,
actors, artists, educators, and politicians either attended or sent their
Philo held try-outs in March for a 'series of short Russian plays. The
heartiest best wishes. Highly pleased with what he saw and heard,
coach for the series was Professor Edgerton. Delegations were sent to
Reginald de Koven personally conducted the orchestra at the Friday
the high schools to secure a maximum audience. Being realistic, members
evening performance.
were asked to underwrite any losses by personal, financial contributions.
The Masque was not only an artistic success, but was also a
This program was performed on Saturday, May 17, 1919.
community achievement. A Pennsylvanian article, May 21, 1917, echoed
--- --- --national-comment: "For thefirsttime-art;-likeathletics;-became a--- -------- From _ Russia, the_ Society turned_ its attention to_the prodigious
outpouring of Irish creative efforts. An Irish program and an original
university activity and a medium to unite a whole conununity." On
play were scheduled. Professor Cornelius Weygant headed the commit
Saturday, an editorial further commented:
tee to select the original play from among thirteen entries. The Irish
program
won the strong vocal support of the local Pan-Celtic Union, and
"After two performances today the Masque of American Drama
was presented to enthusiastic audiences in the Academy of Music of
will be a matter of history. But in the records of Pennsylvania's
Philadelphia on May 19, 1920. The four plays performed were: In the
achievements Done will hold a more worthy or larger place."
Shadow of the Glen, by J .M. Synge. The Rising of the Moon, by Lady
Gregory. The Singers, by Padraic Pearse. The Land of Heart's Desire,
After audiences, hands tired from applause, had deserted the
representation of "Uncle Sam," the organizers favored his portrayal as a
fronti ersman.
The night before the cast tryouts, however, President Wilson asked
Congress for a formal declaration of war. Responding to this critical
mement, the Philp-Zelo Masque Committee voted to contribute all pro
fits to the University's newly established Base Hospital.
Work pushed on. More than one thousand students enrolled in various
phases of the stage production. The Botanical Gardens required extra
fill to accomodate the expected crowds. Home" industry blossomed forth
on the fourth floor of College Hall as Zelo quarters became the workshop
of fifteen seamstresses and Philo Hall, a dye works for some 2500 yards
of costume material. Fifteen hundred costumes had to be prepared.
The complete set consisted of a broad stage in the foreground on
which the massive dance groups and choruses performed. In the center
and further to the rear was a raised platform upon which the principal
actions and events took place. In the back were stages upon which
scenes from five American plays were re-enacted in pantomine. Zelo
members in earlier years had presented the five plays as part of their
-.-----American drama series.-------------------.
~
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byW;-B-:-Yeats.--.------------------------
Inspired by the successes of Philo and the interest in the theater
which the Society had stimulated, the English department started a
dramatic club in the fall of 1920.
Throughout the early twenties, the Society presented annual pro
ductions, many of which were original works. In 1923, the Society pre
sented a program of original plays at the Philomusian Club. In 1924,
after a false start with a projected offering of Oedipus Rex, the Society
presented three playlets by Lord Dunsay: The Glittering Gate, The Lost
Silk Hat, and Fame and the Poet. The 1925 production of The Critic
reversed the trend to deficit financing.
But by the late twenties, the Society had been stung so many times
by financially unsuccessful productions that the cry in 1926 was "Let's
not have a charity production." Members objected to launching new
productions because of poor Society support.
The grand tradition was continued, however. In May, 1926, poor
ticket sales greeted Rostand's Chanticleer. Rehearsal-cutting plagued
the 1927 offering, He Who Gets Slapped by Andreyev. The Censors
________ noted a "smoldering'~ revolt_.bY t:!Jemember~against plays~_The treas~
_
urer was beleaquered by bill collectors. Despite motions to the contrary
by members at the meetings, Tartuffe, by Moliere was produced in the
Spring of 1927, and afforded an aesthetic success, as well as additional
financ ial havoc. Lack of faith in Philo's ability to sell tickets impelled
the University to demand a heavy, personal underwriting by the members
of any possible debts prior to further productions. This edict in March,
1928, accompanied by the transfer of the Society to less adequate space
in Houston Hall the following fall, dissuaded the members from schedul
ing further efforts for several years.
Other than an occasional "Christmas burlesque" and the like, the
next manifestation of interest in drama was in March, 1931, when the
Society voted to enter into the Dramatic Art Alliance competition.
Several members claimed that this move was dictated by Zelo's example.
During almost two decades preceding the move from College Hall,
--------- Philomathe an - dramatic s brought many_ outstanding_ culturaL programs to_
the University. The productions not only afforded Society members and
other stooents invaluable artistic and business experience, but Penn
also benefited culturally and from a highly favorable public press. To
the weary but proud young Philomathean actors of that time must go the
respect of the University of today, heir to the rich heritage in dramatics
that Philomatheans helped to provide.

Debating---------------------------
Another long-standing Philomathean activity that attracted campus
audiences was inter-collegiate debating. Until World War II, the Philo
m~thean Society was renowned for its debating teams. Besides spirited
debates held with Zelosophic and a Penn cooed team, Philomatheans
journeyed to neighboring colleges. Swarthmore, Haverford, Cornell,
Columbia, and Villanova were among the schools that faced a usually
victorious Philomathean squad. A typical event might pit Philomatheans
against Philolexians from Columbia on such burning issues of the day
as, "Resolved, That U.S. senators should be popularly elected."
Intra-Society debating played a prominent role in Philo. Such topic s
were debated as "Resolved, That the University ... should adopt the
German university system." The winning negative preferred the day-to
day emphasis of the American system over the final exam system
prevalent in Germany. Among the surviving fragments of internal debate
is a quip from November 19, 1920. When one speaker saw the hand of
anarchist Emma Goldman behind the Non-Partisan League of the northern
plains, another observed "that it doesn't matter what men are behind a
- - movement - the- movement·maybegood but:- the-menrnay· not: Examples:
Philadelphia politics, the athletic council, Philo's plays, and the
Wharton School."
Members sharpened their wits on the floor of the Society for
competition with other colleges and arch-rival Zelosophic. The topic of
the annual Philo-Zelo debate in 1916, won by Philomathean, was "Re
solved, That President Wilson's policy of nonintervention has been the
best .... "
Reflecting the prominent role of Philomathean in debating, five of
the six winners of the golden "p" in 1918 ceremonies, were Philos:
Charles C. Parlin, E. Sculley Bradley, George Parlin, Charles L.
Seasholes, and John F. Lewis, Jr.
The wide appeal of debating as an important field of intercollegiate
competition prompted the Society to form the first Philadelphia high
school debate league in 1917. ~ circulating trophy was.awarded annually.
In 1931, a long-winning Gratz High retired the cup, necessitating the
f
purchase of another cup. Other winning schools had been Central,
l
l~
Germantown,
Frankford, and South Philadelphia High School. In 1923,
fthe Dean of the College specifically commended the Society for its
~
encouragement of high school debating. This annual award has con
tinued
to the present, with a second cup still incirculation.
f
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----Athletics,------
Another Philomathean team won few awards but generated much
spirit. Sportsmen of a sort, Philos for many years participated on their
own football and baseball teams. Zelo, of course, was a prime rival. A
photograph exists of the Philo team which beat Zelo in 1904. A game in
October, 1914, found Philo's eleven pitted against a determined faculty
team consisting of Drs. Child, Hadzits, Lichtenberger, Moxey, Nearing,
O'Bolger, Shelly, and Weygant, and Deans Quinn, McCrea, and Frazer.
A thriller, the game ended in a tie, 69-69.
One of Professor George Taylor's favorite stories relates how
Philomatheans actually won one game without having to go to the field.
It appears that Zelo challenged a particularly inexperienced Philo
mathean Society to a rugged test. Possibly it was too cold outside. At
least it was as far as the Philos were concerned. Pulling out their
ency lopedias and other reference works, the intrepid Ph ilos tried to
figure out exactly what kind of a game football was. Examining their
resources, adding up their weights, employing physics and calculus as
needed, and surveying the playing field, the Philomatheans became so
-------convinced or the inevitability·of their·vlcl:ory-thattheydrew-u.pa proor--·
of it and submitted it to Zelo. Strangely enough, Zelo caved in and
forfeited the game on the strength of the proof.

Publications
Philomatheans have not only been budding actors, brash debators,
and intellectual athletes, but they have also been earnest young editors.
Virtually all publications that have adressed themselves to a University
of Pennsylvania audience originated as Society projects.
Internally, the Society maintained a number of journals. Of particular
note were The Philomathean, a weekly commentary bulletin published
_ _ _about 1913-1914,and its successor, the GarreuGazette.
_
For many years previous to 1919, a black box stood in the quarters
into which members would deposit whatever original writings they
wished, and at a specified time at each meeting, the contents were
read. This tradition was formalized in 1919, when a member was appoint
ed to type the offerings and bind them into a volume called The Garrett
Gazette. The "garrett" was the nickname applied to the fourth floor of
College Hall by Philos and Zelos. The Gazette was intended solely for
internal reading and contained a variety of subject matter, ranging from
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essays to poetry anapIays. The complete series remains in the Society's
archives.
Another internal publication reflecting the member's intense interest
in dramatics was The Philocritic, which contained reviews by Philo
matheans of most, legitimate theatricals performed in Philadelphia. The
Society's fame as a dramatic organization seems to have been sufficient
through the early twenties for it to receive the courtesy of passes to the
Philadelphia theaters, so that Philo reviewers might assay current
productions.
Campus wide publications in which Society members had a major
initiating interest included the monthly literary Red & Blue, the Lotus,
and Junto. With its lively articles by well-known writers and refreshing
campus unknowns, Junto could lay firm claim to the spirit of Benjamin
Franklin. The early issues list Philomathean Hall as its address.

Lecture programs
One of the most outstanding services of the Society to the inte 1
lectual life of the University has al wa ys been its provision of a
respected rostrum. Through this vehicle, members spoke to the Society
and guest speakers lectured before campus audiences.
The inception of the "Two O'clock Talk" series in the Spring of
1914 won an attentive reception. A Pennsylvanian editorial of March 25,
1914, applauded the series as the "first, definite attempt to bring
Faculty and students togetherl" The spring program included lectures
by Drs. Weygandt and Nearing speaking respectively on "Modern Move
ments in Literature" and "Reducing the High Cost of Living." The Fall,
1914, series featured lectures by Drs.Lichtenberger, Lingelbach, Patten,
Schelling and Twitmyer, on economic, historical, and social aspects of
the "European war." With the exception of University sponsored series,
the general calibre of most other campus offerings might be characterized
---- by noting a speech in 1915 by the Bishop of Brazil, wherein he saw the
major threat to South America arising from "infidels."
Although its public events became less frequent during the 1920's,
many faculty members and alumni favored the Society with talks made
particularly v ital by the special interest the speakers had in their
topics. The scope of these lectures to the public and at Literary Exer
cises ranged from American literature to Thai legends.
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Soc wlltCTivili e 5
Many purely social activities served to lighten the week. Dubbed
with such names as "Hobo's Night", members made excursions to
Philadelphia stage productions. Philos also took hikes. With the
arrival of spring, Philomatheans left the books, scripts, and speeches for
a day's jaunt to such spots as Valley Forge (915) and Bryn Athyn (1921),
A winter dance was also a feature of pre-World War II days. Other
purely socializing events included Christmas and graduation parties,
A rather clever scheme to link past with present before the advent of a
Philo Alumni Association was a "Grandfather's Night" party in the
Fall of 1915.

TRADITIONS
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incurred from the Masque of The American Drama, or any future produc
tion s. Members thereafter, however, were not only participants in a
student organization, but were also the members of a corporation whose
directors and officers were the same as the Cabinet and officers of the
student Soc iety.
As an organization Philo had long proven itself unique. Now it was
to be unique as a corporation as well. For what other corporation would
receive a latter that contained "gentle swats from the Dean and Vice
Provost as to 'raising hell with our brains"'? George Kearney's boldly
descriptive summation of Philomathean activities, "Join Philo and
raise hell with your brains" was first used on a 1917 membership
recruiting poster, and was subsequently moderated to mollify Administra
tion sensibilities.
Mermership recruiting took far more forms than bold posters. A
weekly internal publication in October, 1914, stated:

Maintaining the customs of the Society and its distinctive institu
d
"Philo is now reaping her harvest. Ever since the notable
,
'
rought of 1908-10 she had been diligently sowing and t'll"
__________ tlons has_not_ beeClan easy_task~__ I:ac:h_year there are prospectlve.
b".' .
'..
1 mg.
candidates for membership who are bemused, ast~~~ded~-or- ~nr~geclupon----- - - - - - U lqUltouS placlards, -- mad - mat,ter, - plays, - banquet,_ debates,
.,
.,
.
,
two o'clock ta ks journalistic squibs and spreads and the
dIscoverIng the seemIng quaIntness of the SocIety. Many have bnstled
'
,
.h
'11 . f
d
..
f h
b
b' b
personal element have all been approaching their logical con
WIt an 1 -In orme SUspIcIon 0 w at appears to e mum o-Jum 0,
.
P
'bl
b
f' I
I
clusIOn... we have beheld the gratifying multitude which came .
" hI'
sno bb IS exc USlveness. OSSl y many new mem ers urn y reso ve t o ,
"',
'11' h
.
I
h
I' bl
venly a throng of ardent suitors. A little comparison.
..
t hemse Ive s th at t h ey WI elt er Ignore or tramp e on t e unexp lca y
sancrosanct traditions of the Society.
Attendance
Smoker
For the traditionalist, the initially strange ways of the Society need
40
1911
no justification. Such an individual soon finds himself at home in a
50
1912
student organization whose past accomplishments demonstrate its
60
1913
potentialities. The questioning mind and the creative soul find here a
125
1914
favorable environment in which to develop.
For the pragmatist, the one hundred-fifty year history of the Society
We are now recruiting men to fill our available berths, ...
demonstrates the elements of continuity afforded by the traditional in
from the finest lot of men....
Philo as a counterbalance to the es sential characteristic and instability
Therefore, members of Philo, let us bear patiently with our
_ --------moderator and accept meekly his demands for special meetings,
_________ of all student societies, thatofan ever-changing membership._
_
Having a corporate status has assisted in providing a structure for
though they shatter home ties, and even wrench our very
permanence. The Society was incorporated in 1916 as a non-profit
heart-strings.' ,
corporation under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Members Pearce Gabell, Walter C. Chambers, Albert Elsasser, Edgar M.
Typical of a good year for Philo was the Fall of 1915, when ninety
Luttgen, and Philip Price were the incorporators. The Charter of the
four candidates applied for seventeen vacancies. Until World War II,
corporation is still prominently displayed in the present Philomathean
applicants spoke before the Society at virtually every meeting.
Hall.
Integrating new members into the life of the Society has always
The original purpose of incorporation was to protect those members
been a challenge to the viability of the organization. Exasperated by
who had reached their majority from any personal liability for debts
what he considered to be a particularly reticent crop of new members,
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outgoing Frank Baxter declared in 1922 that he was worried that the new
members might be turning into "silent sphinxes." A 1915 meeting was
devoted to an "Intensive Study of Philomatheans" with emphasis On
such skills as criticizing without offense. A 1919 Traditions Committee
report scored the ever-lasting problem of maintaining high levels of
attendance despite the competition of abundant University and city
activities, as well as academic pressures.
Factionalism, a dangerous element in any organization, has gener
ally been kept under control. Through the years, the Moderators, who
are the officers most responsible for promoting unity, as well as the
members themselves, have been on guard against this influence. The
Society early took a decisive stand for unity and openmindedness. In
1916, John Frederick Lewis, Jr., won the support of the Society in
adding to the initiation oath a pledge barring racial or religious prejudice
in considering candidates for membership. The Society can rightfully be
proud of this, as Philo was far ahead of most organizations on the
campus and in the nation.
Similarly, the Society opened its doors to all schools of the Uni
-,,------versity - once they - became-firmly established.-- In .-- March,--1921,-under---
graduates in the School of Fine Arts became eligible for membership.
The Society, however, remained closed to women until after World War
II.
Alumni interest in Philo affairs has also fostered stability. Attempts
have always been made to establish contact with the Society's alumni.
The Society early sought to have all future books by Senior members
added to its library, although it is not evident that this well-intentioned
move was subsequently effected.
In December, 1919, an Alumni Association was formally organized
for the first time. It had its own letterhead stationery and an official
journal called Old Philo. Volume I, Number I, Spring 1920, of Old Philo
contained the following account of the Association's origins.;
"During the summer of 1919 a number of the younger Alumni of
- - - - - - - - - Philo formed the very good habit of meeting and eating at more ---
or less regular intervals. There were three such meetings during
the hot months, which were in reality "Glad-to~see-you-back
from-the-front" parties.
The same group, with many additions, met on December 9,
1919, at the Arcadia Cafe, and, between courses, organized the
Alumni Association, elected officers for the current academic
year, approved by-laws, which were later adopted by the under
graduate society as a part of the Philo constitution, arranged
for a meeting on Washington's Birthday, and adjourned with a
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veryfiill-feelin"g'.------------------------
Everybody has heard about the Midwinter Dinner in Philo
Hall on the evening of February 20, 1920, when half a hundred
of the old-timers, representing almost all classes from '68, when
the University was down on Ninth Street, down to the last
classes to graduate, climbed all the steps in College Hall and
found the old rooms much as they used to be. Dr. Herbert Adams
Gibbons, '01 Philo, told of his experiences in Paris, and
disclosed interesting facts concerning the drawing up of the
Treaty of Versailles and the League of Nations Covenant which
have not before or since been seen in print. His intimate
personal knowledge of the under-currents which directed the
major decisions of the "Big Four," together with his under
standing of the problems of the Eastern Hemisphere gained
through years of careful study, made his talk authoritative and
and intensely interesting. Joseph Horner Coates, '68 Philo,
gave a few minutes to "looking backward," which sparkled with
personal anecdotes and facts about Philo which were far back
____ .in the memory ofonly _a fewofthose present._Among~eothers
who spoke were E. Spencer Miller, '80; Randolph G. Adams,
'14; Harry B. Mingle, '99; and George F. Kearney, '17. Albert
R. Elasser, '17, was toastmaster.
We are going to have more meetings like that one.
The Spring Meeting on May 11, 1920, will be in the spirit
of a regular meeting of the undergraduate society. The thought
of a regular meeting of Philo with the old gang there is a
pleasant one, a,good antidote for Spring fever. The Philo box
will be in evidence, and signed or unsigned bits of wit or
wisdom, verse or prose, will be read. A regular program of
"Literary Exercises" and a business meeting, with election of
officers for next year, will round olit the evening - to say
nothing of refreshments."
________ One of the_ firsc.itemsof business_for the_Alumni to.consider was
the preparation of a memorial to honor the three Philomatheans who had
died in service in World War I, Allen Irving Huckins, Earlston Lilburn
Hargett, and Ernest Frank Hausser. Donated by the Alumni Association,
there still hangs in the meeting room a large bronze plaque containing a
clock under which are inscribed these three names.
In 1921, undergraduate representation on the Philomathean Alumni
Council was approved. The Alumni Association continued as a formal
body through most of the "twenties", but eventually became an informal
group which had annual dinners or home gatherings until World War II.
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ltHnougn continuHy-is a concern, innovationhas---always existea-i-n-every memoerw-as-c-6nttibuting-papers-;-cecus-l-ive-up-to-our-possibili-~
Philo. New membership pins were approved in 1920. These blue enamel
ties, and further our individual and collective knowledge, he demanded.
and gold lapel pins are currently in use. In the late "twenties", special
Of course, not all Philos saw evidence of regression. In 1920,
dies were struck for a Philomathean gold key to be worn by the members.
Moderator John F. Lewis, Jr. wrote in Old Philo, "We are far from dead.
Although in use today, the key has been given only to the Moderator
Although old Joe Coates said at the banquet that in his day ('68) the
since 1953.
great cry was that Philo was degenerating, and although old (?) birds
The reading of the Philomathean Review was made an official part
of '16 and '17 get that off now, we say that we're giving a lot for our
decendants to degenerate from." He went on to cite the numerous accom
of the meetings after April, 1921, but the tradition of writing the Review
plishments of his administration.
in rhyme was dropped in 1928. The order of the meetings was also
changed in 1928. The Literary Exercises had formerly preceded the
Mr. Lewis was correct in his analysis. The period from Philo's
business meeting. This order was altered so as to maintain attendance
.
Centennial through the mid-twenties has been called the "Golden Age"
for the sometimes flat tasting details of Society business. Rather than
:
of Philo, and was not equalled until the 1950's. By the late "twenties",
be bored, however, members have on occasion spiced the proceedings
!
however, Philo found it difficult to maintain its past efforts. One member
by launching verbal battles and displaying their great powers of oratory
in 1926 found the existence of the Society justified by a Christmas
and parlimentary maneuvering, much to the distress of the Moderator, the
,
party, one debate, and one "hobo night" held the previous semester on
Censores Morum, and even the speaker of the evening.
f
the grounds that these few activities had helped to "solidify our
Also spicing the life of the Society was its competition with the
spirits." Some members, conscious of "something" missing, called
Zelosophic Society. Much Philomathean energy in the past was directed
1
for "the great fights of the past without present animosities" in March,
____ towards .. efforts. to surpass_ the achievements __oCits_ junior, rivaLunder-__ !----1927, and complained about. eraser throwing in.F ebruary,1928.
_
graduate literary society, the Zelosophic Society. From 1873 to 1928,
r
At least spirit was not lacking. A peppy football rally was held in
Philo and Zelo shared the top floor of College Hall. From either end of
February of 1927. Occasionally "beheadings" were attempted on the
floor. These were mock executions with a bronze sword remaining from
the fourth floor, efforts were directed at producing dramatic presentations, publications, and debating teams that would outshine the rival.
,
the Greek Play of 1886, and they were the conclusion of a mock trial of
As might be suspected, this rivalry frequently inspired a considerthe guilty party for a supposed violation of the "traditions" of the
able amo~nt of mischief. Insist,ent pounding on the j,oi~tly shared,dividing
~
Society. In 1927, the neatness of the quarters was unfavorably conwall at times brought the meeting of one of the SOCIeties to a nOISy halt,
'i"
trasted to Zelo's rooms; rowdyism was also charged. Houston Hall
as a retributive mission was dispatched. Raiding parties at times found
.
forced the Society in March, 1930, to take measures to prevent drinking
the ir way across the roof, along the sill, and through a window in the
.
in the quarters. A few complaints over relations with the Administration
l 'in a 1ess d angerous way, a "
d!
' , ,
,
Z eo
a dJOlmng
room. S nea k·Ing into
etec-,
were heard. Many members found inadequate the description of the
tive committee" in 1922 discovered two publications, the Philo bowl,
Society in the freshman handbook.
and a member's ~ook th~t had all b~e,n missi?g from Philo~~thean Hall.
The predominant influence of literary societies in American college
The pranks ,no~w1thstandl~g,~he tr~d1tl~n of fnen,dly co~pet1t1on between
life was rapidly fading. Underscoring this fact is an October, 1913
the two SOCIetIes was an, m~lgor~ting Influ,ence m the lives of b~t~.
I,
letter from the Philomathean Literary Soc!ety of Ohi~ St~te Univ~rsity,
.----------- Throughout the SocIety s hlstory,Phllomatheans have trad1tlOnally-- r - ----which
ro sed the - formation - of a--natlOnalorganlzatlOn of literary
'
f an, ""Immment d ec I'me.
" P
, b eca~se
P po
' db
b een worne
y SIgns
0
er h
aps 'it IS
societies.
Nothing came of this proposal, and by the end of the following
members hav~ expressed theIr concern at suspe~ted ,symptoms of declme
decade, there existed few potential members for such a national conthat the SOCIety has for the greater part of ItS life been a center of
federation. The liberal arts tradition of American college undergraduate
intellectual activity and. service
for
the
University.
'
e'
' t t 0 specla
' l'zed
vocationally oriented
,
.
ed
ucatlOn
was bcommg
su b serVlen
1
,
Shortly after PhIlo s Centen01al, Moderator Jesse Ormandroyd
'
1
d
'
d
'
h'
f
1
th
ee
decades
curncu a, an remame in t IS state or near y r
. Thl's was
compared Philo of his day to the Society of the past. He cited a Librar,
l
I
P
l
'
h
b
'
t
h'
al
particu ar y true at ennsy vama were usmess, ec nlc and sc'1 entific
ian's statement from 1826 that five hundred essays had been submitted
d'
f
d
.
.
,
e ucatlon were most avore •
by members for an Internal publicatlOn, and further stated that by 1828,
Th e co 11ege I'lterary soCIetIes
, , d
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Th----e--fact tnat its meml5ers came from-th-e-----school"s----of-lms-ine-s-s-an-d--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
engineering, as well as from the College of Arts & Sciences, made little
difference so long as the concept of a liberal education motivated
academic life.
During the lapse of this concept, the Society would decline sharply
from its active, prominent role. In spite of this, Philo survived as an
innovating force in the life of the University. This has been its most
enduring tradition.
ALAN D.OSLICK

1928-1943
The relatively complacement acceptance of the traditional structure
and position of the Society was rudely shattered in the fall of 1927. An
underspaced University cast its possessive eyes on the fourth floor of
College Hall. With an appeal to the long-standing rooms agreement be
tween the Society and the_University and Philo~s long record ~! service,
Dr. Josiah Penniman, the Provost and former Moderator, requested Philo
matheans and Zelosophians to vacate their home. Although a lawyer
alumnus volunteered to fight the move, the Society bowed to the request.
In turn, the University formally recognized the Society's right to its
traditional quarters and promised to return Philo to its home upon the
completion of additional facilities. The Society was granted the use of
one, and later two, rooms in Houston Hall.
This move was a strong blow to the Society. Subservient to the
Director of Houston Hall, the Society could not conduct many of the
activities that had made membership such a rewarding experience and had
so enriched University life. Even the regular meetings of the Society had
to be postponed. One initiation had to take place in the Christian As
sociation Building as a result of the shut-down of Houston Hall on a
special occasion. Meetings held in Houston Hall had to comply with
,---- the - closingtimeoL II :30 P.M. This curfew- was regularly_appealed to
!
Provost Penniman and Houston Hall Director, Paul Hartenstein, and
II
the appeal
was just as regularly denied.
.
I
Records remaining of Philomathean activities during the years
1928-1943 are as bleak as the period itself. The dramatic extravaganzas,
•'
the outstanding debates, and the lecture programs had shriveled to

,
I
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virtual nonexistence. Membership dropped drastically from the highs of
the immediate post-Centennial years. Nevertheless, despite all that
happened, Philomatheans occasionally held a meeting in which the dis
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cussl0ns were as inspired, sharp, and worldly as in the best years of
the Society.

University Setting
Never a financially overendowed instutution, Pennsylvania was hard
pressed by the Depression. The dis-interest many alumni
displayed
towards Pennsylvania might be explained by a number of factors. While
fortunate in being able to share in the cultural resources and entertain
ment facilities available in historic and cosmopolitan Philadelphia, the
amorphous University community was unable to lead a distinctive,

---plans for an '-'honors major" program. Measures were attempted to pre
sent a bright facade for the upcoming University Bicentennial in 1940.
Events in Europe also began to catch the attention of America in
general and Pennsylvania in particular. From Germany came the first
refugees from the Nazis. Arriving from Kiel University, Dr. Hans Neisser
joined the Wharton School as an expert on monetary problems.
Sentiment at Pennsylvania reflected the isolationism of the nation.
A broad poll undertaken in October, 1939, found 24 per cent of Penn
students declaring their refusal to bear arms if called upon to fight, and
52.2 per cent of the student body would have barred the lend-lease
program. Reflecting their privileged status as college students, only 42
per cent endorsed the national leadership of President Roosevelt.
The student paper was .strongly opposed to any American involve
ment as late as 1940. In March of that year an edition that attracted
national attention headlined a mock war issue designed to arouse student
resistance. A poll in the spring of 1941 found 69 per cent of the students
opposed to American ships conveying supplies to the Allies. Pearl Harbor
caused a complete reversal in the mood of the Nation and the University.

cohesive life of its own and thus unable to nurture the loyalty that
alumni of other instututions felt toward their colleges. Loyalty that did
develop flourished through the fraternity system or respect for powerful
Pennsylvania football squads.
The deteriorating character of the neighborhoods surrounding Penn
sylvania deterred many alumni from sending their childrento the Uni
-~-----~er~~itY.- Pennsylvania c~u1d--stil1c;;-~ma~d alumni-respect for-- its--out
standing law and medical schools, but the scenery, social prestige, and
even scholarship of some of Pennsylvania's rivals siphoned off from the
undergraduate College many of those students whose families had long
constituted the supporting establishment. Names well planted in Amer
ican history such as Biddle and Cadwalader yielded in Philo to the
names of the children of aspiring newcomers to the shores of America.
Shifts in the composition of the student body and in the mood of the
times had their effect on the tenor of Philo. Members were more in
terested in trimming expenditures by lowering dues and abandoning
former activities, and in cutting loose socially.
Some Pennsylvania student took an active interest in the con
dition of their country. In the fall of 1933, three undergraduates and an
economics instructor from the University distressed the Administration
_____ ~_ by - picketing _the _ Drexe Land ~ Company_ brokerage _firm, ~_ a J ._I'.Morgan __
associate. Placards attacked living conditions of Morgan's Kentucky
miners.
At the University, concerted efforts were aimed at enabling stu
dents to work for their tuition but a survey of such opportunities in the
fall of 1931 uncovered a mere sixty-two campus openings. Other col
leges displayed a less constructive approach: Notre Dame forbade the
attendance of any student desiring term employment.
Academically, the University attempted to prevent further decline
1fi Pennsylvania strength. In March, 1935, the College first announced

---_._-_._--------------._----'---------._----------,-._------

Activities

~

The Society was a ghost of its former self and its external activities
faded into nothingness. The tradition of good comradeship through
creative, intellectual, and social pursuits, however, did survive.
No insignificant part of Philo's decline was the loss of its adequately
spaced, traditional home in College Hall. The verbal agreement the
Society had made with the University that recognized the right to return
to the "garrett" was still in effect, theoretically, but the space shortage
of the University remained critical. Talk again drifted to the idea of
buying a house. A $25,000 waffle shop caught the fancy of members at
one time. Needless to say, nothing came of such fantasies. The in
dignity of having the Houston_Hal1j anitor_f1iclc.()fftheJightsnevertheless
invited dreamlike wishes.
Some immaturity also marked the irreverence for tradition displayed
by the frustrated, impatient, young men. The minute books at times
were disfigured by tears and erratic doodling, and for the first time, the
Recorder's Roll was not kept regularly. More efforts seem to have been
devoted to selling Philomathean Library than to safeguarding it.
The last Philomathean dramatic production in the old tradition was
an Irish play, fohn Fergusen, by John Divine, performed at the New
Country Club in May of 1928. There were sporadic attempts to rekindle
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th-e-draIIfatic-successes of-tile past. 1\nO'Neilplay, IntheZone, was
presented in 1931 as the Society entry in a campus competition. In 1932
the Society joined the Intercollegiate Dramatic Society with the in
tention of presenting the play An Incident. Minor presentations in 1934
and 1937 represented the balance of Philo dramatic programming.
Philomathean debating also declined, but not before August L. Loeb
won aNew York Times prize as the outstanding University contestant
in the spring of 1929. Afterwards, the Society only occasionally engaged
in matches, though it still received challenges from New York schools
as well as local teams. Zelo remained a prime rival. Amoqg the groups
and topics debated were:
Zelo
Villanova
(Internal)
Columbia

"Capitalism vs. Socialism"
Spring, 1930
"Capitalism vs. Socialism"
Spring, 1930
"The Move from Houston Hall"
Fall, 1931 .
"That College Newspapers
Spring, 1933
should not be supervised"
(Internal)
"That Burlesque is more
Spring, 1934
------------------.---- --esthetic than 'Mourning----- ---------------
Becomes Electra' "
Not all areas of endeavor were abandoned. Philo continued to sponsor
student publications, among others, Junto.
Junto was a topical literary magazine that featured such "big
names" as Norman Thomas and Edward G. Robinson. It was the first
Pennsylvania student publication which attempted to develop a reader
ship among the general public. At one point copies were even available
for sale on local news stands.
Philo continued its efforts in Red & Blue, a literary magazine it
had founded before World War I. Red & Blue was a "gung-ho" journal
which well mirrored the mood of the student body since its founding. By
December, 1936, however, the magazine was tottering. Philo was granted
two places on its board in an attempt by the staff to keep the journal
------- alive: Two years later,- student interest had-declined -further; Red &- -
Blue folded.
The Garrett Gazette, the internal journal of the Society, continued
its very irregular issuance. While some members filled it with an
abundance of thoughtful essays still readable today, the usual fate of
the Gazette was membership neglect. A typical issue ran about forty
typed pages. The magazine editorship was not exactly the most sought
position.
In 1933 and 1938, Philo started and abandoned plans to publish an
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anniversary history. In the final discussion in 1938, it was resolved to
postpone the history and a major celebration until 1963. One member
blasted the buckpassing and wondered if this meant the Society would do
nothing for twenty-five years.
Another area that long involved Philomathean concern was the
course of world events. From 1935 through 1937, the Society appears to
have supported activities of a "Student Peace Society." An early chair
man of the group was a Philomathean. As the menace of fascism became
more clearly understood, Philo withdrew from endorsing neutralist
organizations. Pointing to Mussolini's and Hitler's backing of Franco
two members urged in December, 1937, a token monetary contribution as
a gesture of Philomathean moral support for the Spanish Loyalists.
Literary Exercises throughout the dark years of the Depression
continued to show sparks of intelligence. A random selection from 1933
to 1938 indicates their scope: Behaviorism, the Philosophy of Spengler,
Chinese Education, Ibsen, Anatole France, Chopin, French Impres
sionism, and Einsteinian Theories. While this sampler evidences the
___continued_ prominenceth at__ literary_topics__ en joyed, Literary Exercises
were given more frequently on scientific topics than previously. A 1930
"lit-ex" concerned the theory behind a new experimental device, tele
vision. Discussion following the Exercises was quite lively at times. A
paper on Gustav Mahler in 1940 erupted into an outright battle between
pro-and anti-Mahlerites!
Guests frequently appeared at the invitation of the Society. The
many discussions led by faculty members provided an invaluable
opportunity for contact and association with outstanding members of
various departments. The following examples will give some idea of
of the men and ideas addressed to Philomatheans:
Dr. E. Sculley Bradley
Lincoln
Dr. Domenico Vittorini
Pyronbella
Dr. Hans Hademacher
Numbers, Prime and
- - - - - - - -- - -- ----------------------------Otherwise------Dr. Adolf Klarmann
Post-war German
Drama
Economic Stability
Dr. William N. Loucks
Senior members of the Society at times also delivered orations on sub
jects of diverse nature. These serious topics did not preclude touches of
humor. In a discussion in 1931, following a "lit-ex" on the plight of
farmers, one member attacked a "solution" for low prices, namely, a
master-planned, hair-raising drought. He calIed it impractical and urged
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members not to be deluded by the persuasive tongue of the proponent.
The example of Philo remained sufficiently inspiring to motivate
women students to attempt to form a female Philomathean Society. The
idea of such an organization was first raised in 1934, but no further
word was heard until November, 1937, when the College for Women re
quested a copy of the Philomathean constitution as a model. The attempt,
however, was never realized.

Decline
By 1940 the number of Philomatheans had fallen to the extent that
merger with the Ergo Society (philosophy) was contemplated to increase
membership. The declaration of war in 1941 accelerated the drain on
membership, bringing chaos to the Society. Continual loss of members to
the armed forces created an instability which made long-range projects
impossible. Under these circumstances, informal discussions with
faculty members were the only feasible activity. The meetings, now open
''---- to ·the public,continued. to beheld on-Friday- nights and regularly at- _ _
tracted about twenty-five students. Nevertheless, as the war dragged on,
membership losses became critical. Fearing the imminent dissolution of
the Society, Moderator Jerome Mittelman, in the summer of 1943, de
posited its precious archives in the University Library. Shortly there
after, the Navy, which ran a wartime officer training and education pro
gram at Penn, took over Houston Hall, and the Society's library, record
collection, all of its furniture and most of its artifacts were irretrievably
lost.
ALAN D. OSLICK

1943-1964 '
REBIRTH

The University of Pennsylvania, like all institutions of higher
learning in the United States,was deluged from 1945 until at least 1951
by an influx of World War II veterans who returned to finish their inter
rupted educations or to initiate them by taking advantage of government
financing of their education under the G.!. Bill. Most schools, including
Penn, were little prepared in numbers of faculty or buildings for the im
mense student enrollments of this period. Classes were large, and were
held in every conceivable space, from basements and attics to old
houses nearby the University campus.
The veterans were generally from less privileged backgrounds than
students of the past, and were older, more mature, and more dedicated to
the pursuit of their education. They were little inclined to the prece
--~--dent;-~ndtt~dTtions-of'preV:;arstudenC-life-norlc's-proceduralmanifesta
tions v:.hich were often regarded as undemocratic or unnecessary. Many
were already married, or married while in college. They rushed to make
up for "the lost war years of their lives, but carried with them a wonderful
enthusiasm for knowledge and culture.
Student activities were affected as deeply by this phenomenon as
all other segments of University life. Houston Hall, the student union,
became largely devoted to dining facilities and public meeting rooms.
Activities formerly housed there and elsehwere were homeless or shifted
from place to place. Competition for reserving the few meeting rooms
was keen. Many prewar activities were revived, but changed in form if
not substance.
The Philomathean Society also felt the effects of this change in the
Uni versity. Philo had declined to the lowest point in its history during
___ Woe ldWar_ II. Mostfaculty members at the timeheard_nothing_about the
Society and had assumed its demise. It was a tribute to the idea be
hind Philo -- a forum where ideas encountered in and out of class could
be developed and discussed in an intellecturally rigorous, yet socially
informal atmosphere -- that the Society once more rose from the dol
drums.
The individual most responsible for the rebirth was John Patton, a
war veteran, as were most of those involved in the effort to revive Philo.
In a recent letter to the Society he explained the reasons for his actions
and the actual process:
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"As a native Philadelphian, I was generally interested in re
storing some of the old University traditions which had died
during the War. I think that the idea of reviving Philo came to
me after I had noticed a large brass plate bearing the Society's
name on one of the doors on the third floor of Houston Hall.
[ED-This plate currently is fastened to the door of the
Society's meeting room.] I made inquiries at the office ...and
was surprised to learn that the Society was defunct. I felt the
need of some kind of "cultural" society on campus. The Vet
erans Club, of which I was president, had quite different inter
ests, needless to say. Therefore, I set out to learn more about
it and to see whether I might recruit other students to the
cause of reorganizing the Society. In the course of my re
searches on the subject, I came across the Society's books and
records in the campus library. I was the only one at the time
who perused these and learned about the history and traditions
of Philo..•lt was I who passed on to the others whatever knowl
edge they had of the Society. My determination, then seconded
by the others, was co reconstitute-Philo as nearly aspossible-----
to what it had been in the past, but crying to make it more
"democratic" in the process, even co the extent of admitting
women lor the first time. Since we had absolutely no place of
our own in which co keep anything belonging to the Society (we
had to reserve a different room in Houston Hall for each meet
ing), we did not avail ourselves of the minutes: and other
archives materials. Lacking a Philo Hall, we really could
not go very far.
"My colleagues and I were interested in reviving all of
the Society's traditions, although we felt that some were im
practical at the time and should be held in abeyance until
Philo was on firm footing and had a home of its own. However,
we did not want to be limited by tradition and precedent. We
wanted Philo to be a dynamic organization, open to all. We
- - - - - - - - were rather disgusted at the idea of white -and black balls for----
voting on a candidate and instead voted by a show of hands.
[Ed-The later method is still in use.] "My group and (one
headed by) Hilary Putnam began spontaneously and coinciden
tally, without knowledge of each other. It was only after my
friends and I had formed our committee and discussed the
Society with older faculty members and were under way with
our plans that we learned about Putnam's group. As soon as I
learned of their existence I approached Hilary Putnam and told

him-thac-we-would-be-happy-to-combine-the-two-groups-and-in--------
clude him on the committee."

{

Hilary Putnam was the last Junior member on campus who had
joined the Society prior to its explusion from Houston Hall in 1943.
Throughout the War, he and those of his fellow members remaining at the
University met irregularly in private homes and apartments. They in
vited faculty members to join their discussions and in general attempted
to preserve whatever they ·could of the Philo tradition. Formal organiz
ation was impossible, but at least the name and idea of the Society were
kept alive. Thanks to these informal meetings, Philo can truthfully
claim one hundred-fifty years of unbroken existence.
Theodore Bonn, Philo class of 1943, was contacted by Patton, and
acted as the liason between the Administration and Philo. Upon Bonn's
recommendation, Patton's group was officially recognized by the Uni
versity. Other alumni, especially E. Sculley Bradley, Robert Spiller
and John F. Lewis, Jr., rendered invaluable assistance in providing
continuity between the old Philo and the new. Dr. Albert Harbage,
___~hilo's_ faculty advisoruntiI1943,_resumedhi~Jormerposition~ _
The first official post-war Philo meeting was held on May 29. 1947,
and was attended by nineteen people, including Patton, Putnam and
Bonn. An executive reorganization committee corresponding to the for
mer cabinet was elected with Patton as Moderator and Putnam as
Second Censor. It was agreed that applicants for membership should
submit papers and some time in the future give an address before the
Society.
This meeting of May 29 was the last time minutes were to be
taken until Fall of 1949, and no Roll of the members was kept regularly
until the Fall of 1953. These lapses are fair indications of the great
discrepancy between Society practices of this period and of previous
periods. Meetings were held in the afternoon as well as in the evening
on any day of the week, and business meetings usually took only half
an hour. Society activities were aimed at bringing faculty members into
_____ touch_with thesrudents, and virtually. alL meetings. were .. open __ to the
general student body. The old tradition of Literary Exercises went by
the wayside. From the Spring of 1948 to June, 1952, each member re
ceived a membership card instead of the traditional Latin membership
certificate.
Despite the limitation of physical facilities, meetings in the early
Fall of 1947 consistently attracted forty to forty-five students. The
success of these meetings and those of the next two years may be at
tributed co the favorable response of the student body to the Society's
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The most fundamental change introduced during this period was the
admittance of women. Letters from the Moderator at that time appeared
on October 21, 1948, in the Daily Pennsylvanian, and in the Pennsyl
vania News, the women's weekly student newspaper, and complained of
the adverse editorial comments which the change had provoked. One
editorial had been headlined "Philo Hits Bottom/Admits Women!"
For several years afterwards, all Society correspondence bearing
women's signatures was initialed rather than signed to avoid alienating
alumni. As long afterwards as April, 1950, the minutes hint of fines
imposed on members who refused to speak to their female counterparts.
In the Fall of 1948, a series of "Philo Nights" was presented. The
first was held in December and featured Barrows Dunham, speaking on
"Why We Philosophize" as well as a Society production titled The
Masque of Greek Drama. No doubt inspired by Philo's Masque of the
American Drama, this presentation was a major effort performed in the
Auditorium of Houston Hall and was the first Philo dramatic venture
after the War.
The first post-war banquet was held on November 19, 1948, in
honor of Philo alumnus Dr. Corne luis Weygandt. The Spring semester of
1949 was highlighted by Philo's denunciation of the presentation by
the Library of Congress of the Bollingen Award to Ezra Pound. After
a fiery debate, only four members failed to join the criticism. Another
meeting attracting the attention of the student body that Spring featured
Dr. Ashley Montagu.
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-----policy-;-as-expre ssed-by-J ohn-Patton :-'-'We-were-wilHng-to-s-p-onsot-any
thing that would liven up the cultural atmosphere on campus."
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In the Fall of 1949, minutes began to be kept with some regularity,
at least until the following Spring, at which point they terminated until
resumed in Fall of 1951. These minutes and those from 1951 to 1954
were written in small composition books instead of the large leather
bound ledgers used in the past. The only other records from 1947 to
_____195 Larescraps _of paper , _on which _werejocced agenda, and reasonably- --
complete sets of meeting notices, newspaper articles and clippings, and
posters. In 1954, these varied materials were collected, copied and
pasted in a new, large leather bound book, which was used thereafter
for the Society's minutes.
On November 4, 1949, the first post-war election to Honorary Mem
bership occured when Dr. Arthur Hobson Quinn, a former Zelo, was
honored for his service to the Society. A banquet for Professor Quinn
was held on November 18th.

Tmoug1fouctheFall~1949,semester, meetings conctnueatooe open
to the public and consisted almost entirely of discussions with faculty.

_

There are no extant records for the Fall, 1950, semester except a
list of new members which was presented to the Administration. Hence,
activities at that time go unrecorded. It is known, however, that the
Society sponsored a series of weekly, late afternoon recitals in the
Furness Shakespeare Library throughout 1950 and 1951, at which a
recording of a different opera was played, and explained by remarks
prepared and delivered by students.
One set of lectures inspired a change in University curricula.
Because of great interest expressed by numerous members, Philo peti
tioned the University for the introduction of the study of comparative
literature. Favorable action did not result. The Society then offered a
series of lectures in comparative literature by members of the respective
language departments. The unusually heavy attendance of these lectures
convinced many professors of the demand for this study. The Society's
plan was reexamined and the Department of General Literature was
____finallyinstituted inthe Spring 0£.1951.
_
The Spring semester's efforts were devoted largely to attempts at
founding a new literary magazine. In 1948, the Society had helped pub
lish a magazine, named Trend, which lapsed after two issues. Con
vinced of its inability to publish on its own, the Society turned tothe
general student body. In support of the endeavor, a series of faculty
lectures on contemporary literature was held. Finally, in the Spring of
1951, the Pennsylvania Literary Review made its appearance. PLR's
objective was to present the best literary efforts of the University's
undergraduates. The magazine listed as its "Founding Fathers" three
former Moderators, including John Patton, who had stayed at Penn for
his graduate studies and retained a Special membership in Philo. On
the staff of PLR were two other Philos. The magazine continued in
existence for more than ten years.
- In Spring, 1951, Dr. Robert Spiller became the Society's sponsor,
_____ replacing Dr. Harbage, who hadJeft for Harvard. The Society showed
renewed vigor with the delivery of a fullfledged inaugural address by the
incoming Moderator, and with the reinstitution of the requirement chat
candidates for membership deliver a speech before the members of the
Society. But there were also compliants that meetings were too in
frequent and not interesting enough, that the procedure was too formal
and that only two members had paid their dues. On May 17, new officers
were elected, but the posts of Second Censor, Recorder and Librarian
were left vacant. During this entire period, the only committees men
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banquet committee, as the need arose. There is no record whether the
J
Cabinet met regularly, or at all.
.
. ,

REVITALIZATION
The next two years were a constant touch-and-go battle between·
Philo's continued existence and its extinction. A series of proposals
aimed at raising the Society to its former glory was introduced each
meeting by Charles F. Ludwig, a sophomore admitted to membership
May 17, 1951. In October, his motion to reinstitute the Annual Banquet
passed. In December, his suggestion to cr~ate a Philo lapel pin was
adopted. In January, also at his suggestion, a Recorder and Librarian
were appointed.
On December 6, 1951, Ludwig delivered a six page report of
proposals for revitalizing Philo which went into every phase of Society
activity. Eventually, every one of his suggestions was followed, but
at the time,. a great deal of. opposition arose .. The. greatest_bone _of
-._-- c·ontenrTon w~~- the-r~;i;~C~f ;;ld ~~df;;~~~l-~~~-~iitio~s. Members could
see little benefit in reviving such practices as having the Moderator and
Censors preside over meetings in academic robes. Keeping handwritten
minutes in heavy ledgers appeared equally useless. Ludwig saw in
Philo customs both symbolic and practical underpinnings for the
stability of the Society and he noted that the periods when Philo
attained its finest achievements were times when its traditions were
most observed. His reasoning was cogent.

--.-

"Unlike other student organizations, the Philomathean Society
has no one duty to perform, such as giving plays, publishing a
newspaper, or operating a campus radio station. The organizational
structure and form of other activities is largely dictated by the
necessity of function. All institutions and particularly student
activities,. pass through cycles-in . which· they- flourish or decline.·---
In periods of decline, specific duty organizations have their func
tion to keep them alive, in spite of diminished quality or quantity,
until a new group of members appears to revive flagging efforts.
In periods of lagging spirit, Philo has survived as a result of the
momentum created by adherence to its traditional structure and
forms, painstakingly accumulated from practical experience and
the imprint of its history. The members of the immediate post-war
Society forsook this structure by choice, and when their vitali~y

_

was no longer available, there remained virtually no organization to
continue."
In the next few years, his insistence on maintaining tradition
almost split the Society in half, but in the end, his unflagging campaign
prevailed.
In October, 1951, a series of lectures on religion was planned,
but abandoned in February because of an inability to obtain speakers.
In January, a "Philo night" at Hedgerow Theater was scheduled to
raise money for the Society. Sartre's No Exit was seen but membership
suppcrt was so poor that the theater was practically empty. Members
refused to return unsold tickets they had promised to sell and Philo
entered the Fall semester with a deficit.
The 1951-1952 academic year had its bleak moments, but it also
had its bright spots. In December, Ludwig announced that he had
reacquired the Philo archives. Ludwig purchased a new Recorder's
Roll for the Society, into which he wrote the available names of all
members since World War II. From this point, the Recorder's Roll was
---kept-as--continuousl y- a.s- ·ii: had -been- from-181 ~to 1939;--every-member
signing his name in it upon his initiation. The old initiation ceremony
was reinstituted in February at LUdwig's insistence.
But despite the potential of this year, the Spring semester ended
on the most depressing level since the War. Minutes were taken in
frequently and the membership became apathetic. Finally, at the last
meeting of the term, Ludwig was elected Moderator by the handful of
remaining members. Only the offices of Moderator, Censors and Trea
surer were filled. The others remained vacant, either because they
were not needed or because there were not enough members to fill
them. Apparently, the University atmosphere was not conductive to an
intellectual organization.

_____ Ludwig_spent.the._summer_examining_ the._Society's .archives and
came back in the F all with a better idea of where he wanted to go.
Beginning in the Fall of 1952, Philo attended to more of its ancient
forms. The Certificates of Election and Membership were presented to
new members for the first time since prewar days. Minutes were con
sistently kept and members regularly delivered Literary Exercises. For
the first time since the War, Philo ceased being merely a discussion
group and lecture platform for faculty and assumed its former role as an
outlet for original intellectual efforts for its members. Superficially, the
minutes of this time resembled those of the twenties, but they lack
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meritlon---of-any external-----acfivifies:-During-its periodsof greatest
internal health, the Society also engaged in numerous extensive campus
activities. No major external project was undertaken that year, a
fact indicative of the yet partial fulfillment of Philo's constitutional
objectives.
The Society also continually pressed the Administration for new
quarters. At the time, Philo had to share a room in Houston Hall with
twelve other student activities. The Society did not even have a desk
of its own, though it did have exclusive use of two closets in which to
keep its invaluable archives and its small but growing library. Until
Philo installed new locks on the doors, even this meager home was
not safe from vandalism, and several precious objects were stolen.
Efforts to obtain adequate quarters were to drain much of the Society's
energy until 1956, when sufficient space was finally procured.
For the second consecutive year, a banquet was held at the end
of the Spring semester. Ludwig was re-elected Moderator in the Spring
semester, and again for the Fall of 1953 when he was a graduate student.
This required a special constitutional dispensation, and is the only
----time-- in- the -Society' s- his tory -th at--a - graduate--srudenchas---served-as--
Moderator.
In Spring, 1953, Philo reinstituted its annual award of a trophy
to the champion debating team in the Philadelphia public high school
league. Diplomas were awarded to graduating members at the end of
the semester. With the revival of this tradition, all the official docu
ments of membership were once again in use.
The big effort in the Fall of 1953 was directed toward increasing
the Society membership. Philo conducted a vigorous campaign and
nineteen new members were initiated, bringing the total membership to
twenty-fi ve.
External activities began to revive with a series of lectures on the
origins of the cold war, which featured professors from the University
and other area colleges. Internal activity consisted m()st!Y9Ldebates
----arid-papersoni:opicsofcurreni:-interest~-----------Philomathean Neil Shilling was elected President of the Governing
Board of University Student Assembly in Fall, 1953. The University
Student Assembly, "USA," occupied the efforts of a number of leading
Philo members during this period.
Philomathean Alan M. Ruben conceived the idea of establishing at
Penn an institution similar to the English Oxford Union. The proposed
organization was to debate the political issues of the day in the
manner of a legislative body, and pass motions and resolutions. It was
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not to be a student government with jurisdiction over campus affairs.
Approximately twelve leading student activities were asked official
ly to sponsor USA and to constitute its Governing Board by sending one
representative from each organization. A constitution was drafted after
a year of discussions with members of the Department of Political
Science. It established a legislative branch with representation based
on participation of the three political clubs at that time: Young Demo
crats, Young Republicans, and Young Progressives. The Governing
Board served as the executive branch to care for administrative details.
On October 26, 1951, Philo voted to be a sponsor, and appointed
Ludwig its representative to the Governing Board. The Society ratified
the USA constitution in March, 1952. Each political party offered a
platform and slate of candidates for the House. Seating of the parties
was by proportional representation based on campus election results.
Almost thirteen hundred students voted at the polling booths set up
across the campus on election day.
The first meeting of the House was held in late Spring of 1952.
Probably because of the coincidence of the American presidential
___ election,_USA meLwith overwhelming_studenLsupportinitsfirst year.
Internal dissension among the three political parties in 1953, however,
resulted in secession and eventual disorganization. After its first year
student support also declined. Upon dissolution, USA's documents were
deposited in the University Archives with instructions that whoever
tried to establish a similar organization should have free access to
them.
In the Spring semester of 1954, Ludwig declined the Moderator's
chair and was instead elected First Censor. This started an unwritten
custom that the Moderator be first elected in the Spring semester, and
re-elected for the following Fall. Because the Moderator is usually a
low senior in his second term of office, he is thereby available for one
more semester before graduation to assist the new Moderator in learning
his duties. This custom has contributed to stability.
On February 12, 1954, Ludwig delivered his farewell address after
--serving as Moderator for a year and a -half.- He himse lfbestsummarized
the achievements of his administration and his conception of the
Society's future course in the following words:
"My Fellow Philomatheans:
"Tonight, for the first time since prewar days, a Moderator of
the Philoma thean Society has garbed himself in the traditional
academic robes worn by the officers of Philo. This marks the end
of one era and the beginning of another.
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"A year and a half ago, I offered a program of four points, plus
a fifth, supplementary to the others. The goals were: 1. Increased
membership; 2. Library and rooms; 3. Programs by and for the
membership by means of the Literary Exercises; 4. Creative, con
structive criticism; and 5. Service to the University. Four-fifths
of this program has been fulfilled or is well on its way to fruition.
"The membership has increased in size and quality and should
reach the traditional limit of fifty members by next year. The mem
bers are all working and contributing to the continual progress of
Philo, both in administration, and more important, in the creative
efforts characteristic of this organization. The Literary Exercises
have been fully revived and restored and have once more assumed
the dominant part they have played in the Society. This has been
accompanied by a change in the mental outlook of Philo members
f rom one of cynicism, sarcasm, and destruction to one of creative
construction. The Society's library has been revived and steps have
and will be taken to make it become of greater value to the members,
and more a part of their reading habits.
--------------'-'1 made -service to -the University merel y-a-supplementary-item--
in my program because I felt that Philo had to be restored and
buttressed from within before it could have that reserve of time,
energy, finances, and spirit necessary to carry a program of activity
to the entire campus. Yet, we have fared so well with the internal
rebirth of Philo that we have already been able to begin a wide
series of programs for the rest of the student body. The Biennial
Lecture Series has already been revived and begun this year. The
Annual Oration is also being revived, and the Annual Oratorical
Contest which we administer for the General Alumni Society will
soon be held. We have resumed interest in the Philadelphia High
School Debating League, which we founded in 1917, offering the
Philomathean Debate Trophy once more for competition. A Philo
magazine or some other sort of publication will, I hope, soon be
read by the faculty and student body of this University.
- - - ------·-"The past year and-a half-have therefore brought an-enormous--
change in the character of Philo. When I first joined the Society,
there were few meetings, no Literary Exercises, no certificates of
election, membership or the Philomathean diploma. There were no
collected archives and curios, no membership drives or annual
receptions, no gold keys, lapel pins, committees, or much form of
organization. It is clear that Philo has been restored in the face of
overwhelming odds.
"But now the Society has reached a turning point. An enormous
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amount oIcime haacooe spent auring my aamiilistratiOilin occupa
tions of necessity, in building, block upon block, and in consoli
dating these advances. The greater part of these functions of
necessity have been completed. The cap and gown which I now
wear are symbolic of this metamorphesis. From the coveralls of
administration, the Society now has the responsibility more than
ever of donning the academic robes symbolizing intellectual
creativity in pursuing the stated goal in its Constitution, "To
improve the learning of its members."
"Philo must be as wise in this as in its building stage. The
Society has understood the function of history, that the present is
the living past, that the past is inseparable from the present, and
that the progressive philosophy of Anglo-American institutions
and society is the continual looking to the future, but always with
a gradual continuity, evolving out of the past; a tradition that form
is necessary to channel effort into useful endeavor, but should not
become an end in itself. This Philo must continue to be. It must
preserve its !::asic institutions, characteristics, and traditions
____while.looking to a broad newhorizon oLintellestuaLactivity.Jt_must
restore itself as the intellectual center of student life at Penn,
and as a leading coordinator and arbiter of extra-curricular activity.
To do this involves a number of things. It does not mean putting on
airs of intellectual artiness, snobbery, or conceit, or in meddling in
the affairs of other organizations. It does require an energetic and
humble membership, not fearful or too lazy to undertake large
programs and projects, whose execution would require work not only
benefiting the Society and the student body, but the individual
members in many ways of an intangible nature.
"The first and most important single factor which will decide
whether this new era shall continue to be one of progress is the
finding of a permanent, suitable, commodious home for the Society.
Philo shall retrograde if it must continue to live out of a desk and
two closets. It is the essence of Philo that it exist in a place where
--- not only its members, but those students and_faculty. so desiring
may meet on a common ground in a dignified atmosphere at any
time for the informal exchange of ideas and for intellectual fellow
ship. The Friday night meetings should not be the sole occasion
for the gathering of the Society, but rather should be the culmin a
tion of a full week of the exchange of ideas, when the Society
itself reaches its peak in formal debate and discussion.
"Accompanying the rooms, the Society should publish a good
magazine, once again produce plays, and bring eminent authorities
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in-al-I-fieids-to-th-e--campu-s-;-ph-ilo-shoulcI-!1'y to cooperate willlHi-e-
other activities on campus in coordinating them into a fabric of
unity to replace the excessive competition which now esists in
fields of essentially similar intellectual aims.
"Let the members look forward to such goals, and Philo shall
not only live up to her past, which she must still do, but surpass it."
- To honor Charles F. Ludwig, the Society created the honorary title
of Censor Emeritus and unanimously elected him the first recipient on
May 7, 1954.
The Spring of 1954 saw a continuation of Ludwig's policies. A major
change was restoring the business meeting to precede the Literary
Exercises. In March, The Society approved the plans of Philomathean
Samuel Barr to found the Student Tutor Society, which ten years later
had over two hundred tutors. In May, anothe r tradi tion, the Bow I Oration,
was revived.

By the F all of 1954, only the absence of adequate quarters kept the
---- - - - - Society - from __ attainingits_former__ status. --Efforts-were-concentratedon--
obtaining the Society's old facilities on the fourth floor of College Hall.
In anticipation of being granted its request, Philo appointed committees
to investigate the support its alumni would provide for furnishing them.
The Society's library had 157 volumes by tills time, and subscriptions
to several magazines. The possibility of publishing a satire magazine
was explored as an alternative to the poor quality of Penn Pies, the
campus humor magazine. A committee was appointed for this purpose,
but nothing came of the effort. For the first time since the War, Philo
purchased its own letterhead stationery, bearing the Philo seal and
motto. Externally, the Society co-sponsored several music programs with
other campus organizations.
In the Spring of 1955, Philo was granted sole use of a room on the
fourth floor of Hare Building. The room was too small for meetings,
but sufficient for Philo to carryon once more important external activi
~:aC"

Inspired by Dr. Elizabeth Flower of the Philosophy Department, the
current faculty advisor, the Society presented a major lecture series on
"The Cultural Heritage of Twentieth Century Man" in Spring, 1955.
Henry Steele Commager delivered the Annual Oration that year.
These lectures continued into the F all semester and were jointly
published by Philo and the Pennsylvania Literary Review in 1956.
Every copy was s:>ld on the first day of distribution. The table of
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contents read as-folfows:
Words on Moral Worth
Elizabeth Flower
Western Man and His Music
Alexander Ringer
Why Mathematics
Pincus Schub
Nationalism and the Great Community of Learning
Henry Steele Commager
The Problem of the 19th Century
Morse Peckham
Marx and Marxi sm
Wallace Davies
Darwin's Impact upon Modern Thought
Conway Zirkle
Sigmund Freud: Some Origins and Implications of His Theories
Julius Wishner
The 19th Century Esthetic Legacy
_________Grant _Masoo
_
This lecture series and its successors were not only important to
Philo, but also to Penn. Numerous lectures were given on campus in
the post-War years. The University commenced an annual Franklin
Lecture Series featuring prominent non-faculty speakers. Student apathy
in the early 1950' s, however, resulted in such small audiences that the
Franklin Lectures were suspended. By 1955, no campus organization
sponsored major I eactures fearing apparently inevitable failure.
Moderator Al bert F i shlow be Ii eved non-classroom lectures to be a
vital part of the intellectual stimulation of a great university. Disturbed
by the deficiency, he proposed that Philo sponsor two major lecture
series each year. In the Fall, faculty members would be presented, and
in the Spring, well-known scholars and public figures from other parts
of the country. Each highly publicized series would focus on a theme
of--widespread-interest. -All speakers-would confer-in advance-on the
areas to be covered in their addresses. The Society acted on Fishlow's
suggestion, and the exceptionally well attended Cultural Heritage series
was the result. Philomathean success in this and future series led the
University to reinstitute the Franklin lectures, and other student
organizations to attempt series of their own.
Penn Pies, the humor magazine was banned for salaciousness in
the Spring of 1955. It had been the successor of the Philomathean
originated Puneh Bowl. The editors were unable to obtain funds for a
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a new magazine, ana-for a WlliTe-it appeared that the University would
be without a satiric publication. In an effort to prevent this, Albert
Fishlow, acting on behalf of the Society, approached the editors and
the Administration, offering Philo's support for a new humor magazine.
Highball was the result and appeared in the Fall of 1955. During its
first year of publication, a Society representative held a seat on Hi/{h
ball's editorial board, but following its established practice, the Society
withdrew from the board in the Spring when it felt that the magazine
could continue on its own. Three years after its founding, Highball, too,
was banned for salaciousness.
Besides publishing the Cultural Heritage lectures, the Society also
sponsored several luncheon concerts and one major lecturer, Owen
Lattimore, in Spring, 1956. Lattimore, the distinguished scholar and
controversial expert on Asia, had been violently attacked by United
States Senator Joseph McCarthy. Guards were hired to protect the
University Museum Auditorium from threatened picketing and troublemaking. None of the expected difficulties materialized, and Lattimore
delivered the Annual Oration for 1956, "Asia Ten Years after The
________War~~beforeanorderly-andoverflowingaudience.
._._______
On January 13, 1956, Albert Fishlow was nominated for censor
Emeritus by Charles Ludwig and was elected to the Title with but one
abstention, his own. As stated in the minutes, he felt " ... that Mr.
Ludwig was the only person the Society has had who deserved the
honor of a unanimous vote .... " The Fishlow administration was the
watershed demonstrating that the Society had the resources to extend
itself beyond its own meetings and once more engage in important
campus activities.

CONTINUITY

- - --

With the move into its new quarters in 1956, the Society returned
to the plateau from which it had fallen in 1928. Throughout the post-war
period,_ ambitious plans had beeneurtailed or abandoned because ofa---
lack of adequate space. As far back as 1947, the reorganizers were
unable to reinstitute all of the traditions because of space limititions.
During the early fifties, absence of a center unifying the scattered
membership almost brought about Philo's complete disruption. The
process of rebuilding was closely linked to the gradual improvement in
the Society's physical accomodations. As first a closet, then a desk,
then a room were obtained, programs became more varied and of larger
scope. The Society did not attempt a full range of activities until a

--setting-for-th"em-was-assured-;-With-permanent-quarters,personal-contact
increased and deepened. A member going up to the quarters to study or
to pass a few quiet minutes was sure to find another Philo already there
and conversation naturally occurred. Members who previously had not
known each other could get acquainted and a spirit of greater comradery
and friendship develo(,>ed. With an adequate home, Philo could once more
become as valuable to its members and the University as it had been
during its long tenure in College Hall.
John F. Lewis, Jr., chaired an alumni fund raising committee for
the furnishing of the quarters, and was ably assisted by Pearce M.
Gabell, who acted as Treasurer. Lewis raised five thousand dollars
from the Society's alumni. This sum was stretched to cover an estimated
ten thousand dollars of furnishings and appointments.
An old oak panelled platform obtained from the Law School was
redesigned and placed upon a platform to serve as the dias for the
Moderator and Censors. An abandoned chess table and fine, old book
cases were repaired and refinished. A new wall seat and an asbestos
lined archives cabinet were constructed and installed. The floors were
__ _ .c:ar[>~~ed, and the memorabilia of the Society were hung on _the walls.
The ~~u~·-c~st:--o(t:lie -Rosetta-·Stone-·and--it·s·
were-·carefully
removed from the wall of the third floor room in Houston Hall used by
Philo before World War II, and hung in the new meeting room.
The Hon. Jasper Yates Brinton, Philo Class of 1898, framed and
rcesented two steel engravings by Guiseppi Vasi. One of them, "View
of Rome - 1765" is one of the largest steel engravings in the world,
nine feet long and four and a half feet high. Albert Bendiner presented
one of his own prints in memory of his brother, Milford Bendiner a
former Philo. The undergraduate members purchased high fidelity record
playing equipment and established a record collection to complement
the book collections donated by alumni to the library.
E. Sculley Bradley was another leader in the alumni efforts. He
tells of t he munificence of Administration cooperation.

c·ase

_____,happened to b~ Vice-Provost,_c:harged""i_th undergr:;l~uat~_affairs
of academic significance, and Mr. Ludwig very properly brought the
problem to me. Space was desparately short just then, but Provost
Rhoads was sympathetic. We easily enlisted the sympathy of
George Turner, then the Engineering officer charged with space,
but his task Was tough. The final road block was the expense of
preparing the space - clearing, erecting new partitions, painting,
etc. to the tune of nearly $3000. When I took the matter to President
Harnwell, with the encouragement of Provost Rhoads and Mr.
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-------1.=urner-,----the-Dean-of-the-EoHege,then-c-loyd-W~Daly-;-supp-orte-d-~

--

with enthusiasm. Dr. Harnwell then accepted our view toward
Philo's cultural significance and authorized expenditures to be
made from his presidential emergency fund, a very tight budget at
any time."
The extraordinary cooperation of the Society's alumni in obtaining
and furnishing Philomathean Hall produced a desire of the Junior mem
bers for a continuing relationship with the alumni. In the Spring of 1957,
the Constitution of the Society was amended to establish an Alumni
Advisory Committee composed of prominent alumni and the current
Moderatcr. The Committee met for the first time in December, 1957. It
saw its proper role as an advisor to the Moderator and his Cabinet and
as a stablizing influence on the Society, hopefully preventing such
declines as had occurred in the past. The Committee res~mbled only
slightly the more social alumni organization of the twenties. Its pro
ponent in its current form was Charles F. Ludwig, and he was elected
its chairman.
At this point, Ludwig's direct influence ends, as he had completed
------his~educationat--a;eUniversity:-Moreth-an--any-othe~~;;n--i~

-th~p~st~W~-

era, he was responsible br raising Philo to its present height. During
the years 1951 to 1957, he changed Philo from a small, disorganized
and disspirited group into an active organization, housed in its own
spacious quarters, and recognized by the faculty, Administration and
alumni as the true successor to the old Philo in both name and spirit.
Building on the foundation left by the Patton group, he framed the
organization which the current generation of the sixties has found
invaluable as the base of Philo's present and future greatness.
The surest sign that Philo had returned to health was the dullness
of the minutes which revealed a steady routine of Literary Exercises
and lecture series, but no breathtaking struggle to preserve the Society
and its traditions.
The year 1956-1957 saw the successful presentation under the
directionof Moderator John Schrecker of a second_majo~Jecture_series, __
-------i·A~i;;,i~-Perspe;~tive."The l~ctur~r;--.;"ere experts in the field of
international relations and Asian studies. The following programs were
sponsored.
The Interchange of East and West
Schuyler Cammann
China: Old Society and New Forces
Derk Bodde
Indian National Ideals Today (The American View)

W:-Norman Brown
Japan: A Tragedy of Western Impact
F. Hilary Conroy
Asia and the West in the New Era
Norman D. Palmer
Eventually, in 1959, Moderator Murray Eisenberg, with the generous
financial assistance of the Society of the Alumni of the College, led
Philo in the publication of these lectures, including the previously
given Lattimore lecture, despite numerous delays in obtaining manu
scripts and the refusal of one printer to publish Lattimore's speech.
In Spring, 1957, several years before it became the thing to do,
Philos pursued an interest in folk music. Two members delivered
Literary Exercises on the subject, spurring greater interest. A series
of evening concerts of folk music, song and dance of various lands and
ages was sponsoredo The German Club, Hillel Foundation and the
Pennsylvania Collegium Musicum performed before students seated on
the benc hes and floor of Philomathean Hall.
In the year 1957-1958, a lecture series on "The Role of Literature"
was held featuring Professors Kramer, Bishop, Green, Scouten, Schrecker
and Baumgertal. The Annual Oration that year was delivered by poet and
author John Ciardi, who read and commented from his work.
One of the two highlights of the 1958-1959 year was the address by
Walter Kaufman on "Critique of Existentialism". The audience was so
large that it had to be transferred from Houston Hall auditorium to Irvine
Auditorium. The other highlight wa" Ashley Montagu's Annual Oration
on "The Nature of Human Nature." In May, the Society gave all alumni
of the Zelosophic Society equal status with its own. Zelo had also
reopened in 1947, but passed out of existence within a year.
Philo traditional interest in dramatics reappeared. During Ludwig's
administration, dramatic readings were delivered occasionally and one
_ was_ goodenough _to_be_ presented publicly. For_several years a standing
committee arranged two dramatic readings a ye·ar. In 1959, the Society
presented Albert Camus' The Misunderstanding, for two successive
evenings under the direction of Professor Robert K. Bishop. The
success of this play encouraged some members in plans to institution
alize their interest in modern drama. They formed the Drama Guild in
cooperation with some non-members, and on May 13, 14 and 15, 1960,
presen ted Samuel Beckett's Endgame, directed by Dr. Gerald Weales.
The Drama Guild became independent of Philo the following year. Since
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-----the-Undergraduate-G:ounc-il-refused-to-EinanGe-the-Guild!.s-Eirst-produG--
tion, Philo did.
The 1959-1960 academic year featured a lecture series by faculty
members William Fontaine, Paul Schrecker, Landon Burns, Philip
Lockhart, George Codding, and Elizabeth Flower. Dr. Paul Schrecker,
famous historian of philosophy, had previously been approached by some
Philomatheans to initiate a course in the philosophy of science. As a
result, the Society officially petitioned the University foi' the institu
tion of such a course. The petition was received with favor and Dr.
Schrecker taught the course in the Philosophy Department. In November,
1959, an exhibit of Philo archives was displayed in the University
Library in commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary of the
Rosetta Stone Report.
I
Philomathe an Hall proved to be an ideal setting for informal
seminars and small programs open to the public and became increas
ingly used for this purpose. Even the Literary Exercises of a meeting
in December, 1959, became a public event when many students and
faculty fi!led the meeting room benches and even sat on the floor to
----he:ii-P rofess-oi-Coilis- Kanri--dis-cuss--th-e--philosophy behiiid hi s--design-
for the prize-winning Alfred Newton Richards Medical Research Build
ing erected at Pennsylvania.
During 1960-1961, the Society continued to concentrate primarily
on internal activities, as it had done for the last few years. But Annual
Orator Objectivist Ayn Rand attracted a capacity audience to Irvine
Auditorium and aroused a campus controversy. A few other lectures as
well as a jazz concert were also presented. Former Moderator Murray
Eisenberg writes this account of one of the major efforts of this and the
previous year.

"Not satisfied with its participation in campus life only in the
form of its public programs, Philo sought to involve itself more
directly in the political life of the campus. Undergraduate affairs
- - - - - - - - - tendedto-be--doOlinated byorg-anizations whoseprincipa.l-p-~q;~ses--were social or athletic. The Society felt that there was insufficient
representation in student government for dramatic and musical
groups, literary publications and other organizations whose pur
poses were similar to its own. Numerous attempts to form an Arts
Council with Philo at its head failed.
"Impelled by the Undergraduate Council's continual reluctance
to appropriate sufficient funds from student fees for Philo's use,
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cl1eSociety resolveCi to persua-de-th-e-Coundt-to-a-dmic-ic-as-a-mem
ber. Some Philomatheans objected to this plan, and one delivered a
fiery oration urging Philo not to leave its ivory tower to dirty its
hands in campus politics. These objections and the resistance of
the groups that controlled the Council to abandon their prerogatives
were gradually overcome, and in 1960, Moderator E. Jeffrey Ludwig
took his seat on Undergraduate Council. But undergraduate dis
satisfaction with the Council had grown so great that the Society's
represent ative led the move to abolish the Council and replace it
with a more democratic form of student government."
A series of seminars was begun in Fall, 1961. Foreign students
were invited to participate in the discussions. Among the topics were
the European Common Market and anti-Americanism in South America.
The meetings on Latin America led to the formation of a Latin American
Graduate Students Association at Penn.
The Spring, 1962, semester commenced with an imposing list of
committees: membership, extraordinary lecture series, sesquicentennial,
publications, dramatic reading, seminars, performing arts and arrange
-- ------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--~eni:s.-----

A poetry symposium with poets Richard Eberhart and Richard
O'Connell and critic Kenneth Burke was organized. In cooperation with
Graduate English Club and the Drama Guild, the Society presented an
unpublished play by Eberhart titled The Mad Musicians, after which
Eberhart himself read another of his unpublished works, Devils and
Angels. Following poet Peter Viereck's Annual Oration, delivered in
Irvine Auditorium, a large number of persons in the audience braved the
four flights of stairs of Hare Building for refreshment s and informal
discus sion with Vierec k lasting several hours.
In late February, 1962, the Daily Pennsylvanian was suspended by
the Mens' Student Government, with the concurrence of the University
Administration, because of an allegedly obscene parody issue of the
womens' weekly Pennsylvania News. Philo held a special meeting on
____February_}6,_196 2,and passed a resolutionofsupport oEthe paper,
declaring that "the--S~ciety reco-gllizes -theright--o( the DailyP ennsyl
vanian to publish dissenting views with complete editorial freedom."
The incident focused national attention on Penn and the DP was
permitted to resume publication less than a week after its suspension.
The 1%2-1963 year brought a major development to the University
and Philo. In a room adjoining its quarters, the Society opened the first
permanent University art gallery on February 25, 1963, with a collec
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tion 0 t Japanese prints aonatea-Ey ili--e-Gallery's--firstDirector, J acK------Phi-lo'-s-sesquicentennial-year;-1-96-3~1-96-4_;_was-by-far-th-e-m-o-s-t-active----Gillmar. Professor of Philosophy Nelson Goodman donated a collection _
in the post-war period.
of American prints to the Gallery. The highlight of the 1963-1964
Commemorating Shakespeare's 400th anniversary Philo organized a
exhibitions was a show of Daumier prints. The 1964-1965 season began
Shakespeare Festival, which presented a major lecture series of nationwith an exhibit of Goya etchings on loan fro~ the Philadelphia Museum
ally known Shakespearean scholars: Ralph M. Sargent, Fredson Bowers,
of Art and the Roten Gallery in Baltimore.
Maurice Charney and Maynard Mack. In February, 1964, Philo presented
Another innovation in 1962-1963 was the Charles F. Ludwig Award,
the Haverford-Bryn Mawr players' production of the complete Hamlet to
"presented at the end of each academic year to the non-cabinet member - a capacity audience in Irvine Auditorium. Both the lecture serie s and
who has most furthered the Society's purposes." Ne il Joke lson in 1963
the play were overwhe lming successes as a result of the efforts of
and Sandor Hoffman and Wayne Rebhorn in 1964, have thus far been the
Philomathean Wayne Rebhorn, the Festival's originator and organizer.
recipients.
Another major event that year was publication of the first issue of
Also presented was a series of lectures on "The Language of."
Era, the Society's new schol arly and literary biennial magazine. The
Faculty members Robert F. Evans, Walter H. Gottshalk, Henry Hiz and
first issue, under the editorship of Daniel Alkon, contained four articles
George Roc hberg spoke on theology, mathematics, language and music.
by prominent members of the University faculty: Roy F. Nichols, AlexProfessor R. H. Dicke of Princeton's Palmer Physical Laboratory also
ander V. Riasanovsky, Robert E. Spiller, and Adolf D. Klarmann. Subdelivered a lecture on "The Evolution of the Universe." Nobel Prize
sequent issues included student writings as well as faculty contribu
winning biologist H. J. Muller spoke as the Annual Orator that Spring
tions. Breaking with its own tradition, the Society stated its intention to
on "Evolution-Past, Present and Future," and alumnus Geurge w . m a i n t a i n Era and the Art Gallery under its own auspices rather than
_ _ _ _ Taylor_.was__theSenioLOrator_J!t_the__~p_ua,L.banqu~_~_a,nd_cg.rn~en_'<=~l11en~
~~li[lq,:ishing control of them. to. the general student body after a suffi
exercises.
cient gestation perl0d~--------------------------------·--------------------

A faculty member was invited to the quarters every Thursday afternoon to conduct informal discussions on sundry topics of interest to the
students. Philo Hall was also the scene of a talk by Penn's champion
grappler, Bruce Jacobson, on "The Art and Psychology of Collegiate
Wrestling".
The Society's library numbered several thousand volumes. In
addition to die numerous current magazines received, there were back
issues of mmy periodicals, including a complete file of the American
Scholar, donated by Otto Albrecht, Philo class of 1921, and a set of
Punch, dating back with occasional gaps to the eighteen forties. New
acquisitions were selected each semester by the members and purchased
with their dues. Many volumes were added when the Administration gave
the Society the remains of the Zelosophic Society's library which had
- - - - - -  bee n- discovered- by- acc idenLin_ a _closet- in_College_ Hall. __Among_the
numerous alumni gifts was the Cadwalader Collection on World War I,
whose addition in 1963 increased the library holdings to the point where
the shelves became inadequate to house the collections.

THE SESQUICENTENNIAL YEAR
Under the leadership of Moderators Peter Rona and Jack Gillmar,

I

I
I

The Society's budgets reflected its expanded activity. The alloca
tion of close to eighteen hundred dollars by the Mens' Student Government, aside from dues, gifts, and funds generated from projects themselves, is quite a contrast to the one hundred dollar appropiations of
the early fifties.
Painstaking research by Recorders Miriam Kotzin and Judith
Seplowitz led to a compilation of alumni and their addresses. In the
Spring, an alumni newsletter informing Senior members of current Society
activities was issued. Thereafter, at least one such newsletter a year
was to be published, providing steady, direct contact between Philo
past and Philo present for the first time in the Society's history. The
first newsletter evoked an extraordinarily favo"rable response. In many
cases, al umni sent contributions to the Society, although none were

_
The Annual Orator was philosopher Henry Aiken, who spoke on
Intellectual Honesty and Religious Committment. Dr. Ludwik Gross,
winner of the Pasteur Silver Medal and the World Health Organization
Prize delivered an address titled Is Cancer Caused by a Virus?, which
was reported in the Philadelphia newspapers, and Elizabeth Drinker
Bowne spoke on The Novel. All of these lectures were given before
capacity audiences.
The University maintained a number of authors in residence during
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-----the-year-and-Philo-entertained-each-in-its-quarters-for-a-talk-with- --Roy F-:-Nicnotsdelivere<:nne principaladClress, A-Century Ana-iCHfil{
members and the general public. These guests included Archibald
of Intellectual Competition.
MacLeish, Elizabeth Janeway and Philip Roth. The Irish critic, Dennis
Donoghue, spoke on Three Directions in Modem American Poetry at a
On the threshhold of its next fifty years, the Society can justifiably
Society lecture open to the University community.
look
back over its first one hundred and fifty with pride. It has con
On March 1, 1964, the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin devoted a
tinually
changed. Yet the spirit which created it always remained its
feature article and picture to the Society in its Sunday edition. The
guiding
force.
Born out of its founders' need to understand their world,
Winter 1964 issue of From College Hall, sent by the University co the
each
other
and
themselves bt using their intellects, Philo continued
parent s of all undergraduates, contained a full page article on Philo
to
serve
that
purpose
in every generation. All those associated with the
titled A Call To Arms: "Raise Hell With Your Brains". In his April,
Philomathe
an
Society
in its one hundred-fiftieth year - its Junior,
1964 letter to Pennsylvania alumni, Walter P. Miller, Jr., President of
Senior
and
Honorary
members
and its many friends - look forward to
the General Alumni Society referred to this Philomathean slogan as
the
next
fifty
years
of
excellence.
being characteristic of coday's Pennsylvania undergraduate's virile
RICHARD W. GOLDEN
approach to things intellectual. Pennsylvania Gazette, the magazine of
The General Alumni Society, devoted six pages of articles and pictures
to Philo in its March, 1964 issue. Shakespeare scholar Dr. Matthew Black
and Vice-Provost Roy F. Nichols wrote the articles for this tribute.
At the end of the academic year, Philo received the Friar's Senior
Society's Activity Award, presented to the campus organization which
--------showed ---most-c'()veriU-excdlellce--anCC-significal1-t--contributlont;-the-
University. "
A gala Sesquicentennial Banquet was held at the Barclay Hotel on
Friday night, October 2, 1964, the exact date and week day Philo was
founded. Under the guidance of Leonard P. Dill, Jr., Vice-President of
Alumni Affairs, the General Alumni Society sponsored the banquet, and
created special Alumni Awards of Merit. These awards are normally
given only at Penn's Founder's Day exercises with but one previous
exception. Walter P. Miller, Jr., President of The General Alumni
Society presented the awards at the banquet co three Philo alumni: Dr. E.
Sculley Bradley, former vice-Provost of the University and preeminent
Walt Whitman scholar; Charles C. Parlin, learned member of the Bar
and President of the World Council of Churches; and C. Canby Balderston,
former Dean of the Wharton School and Vice-Chairman of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve Bank.
Moderator Neil- Joke lson-pre·sided -as a hund;-~d·~ci-thirty alumni
from across the country and official s of the University gathered co honor
the occasion. John F. Lewis, Jr.,was Chairman of the banquet committee
and delivered a reminiscing address of welcome. Charles F. Ludwig
amounced plans for an expanded Philomathean Hall, a full cultural
center to include a meeting room, library, music room, experimental
theater, art gallery, and editorial offices for Era in space to be provided
by the University. Pulitzer Prize winning historian and Vice-Provost
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